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And she knows just where to get it. Because
the hard hitting advertising which first sells
her on the idea of installing Shell and BP
Housewarming also tells her of the superb
service offered by her local Appointed Installer. The special Shell and BP Appointed
Installer's sign is prominently featured in
each advertisement to help her remember it.
There are hundreds of Mrs. 1970's. All
looking for the Irish Shell and BP Limited
Appointed Installer's sign- the sign which
they know means prompt efficient service.
Hundred's of Mrs. 1970's - hundreds of
systems to install and service. It's obviously
very good business to give Mrs. 1970 what
she wants!

SHELL AND BP

HOUSEWARMING
THE ORIGINAL SCHEME FOR OIL-FIRED CENTRAL HEATING IN THE HOME

IRISH SHELL AND BP LIMITED
SHELL-BP HOUSE,
13 -16 FLEET ST., DUBLIN 2 .

BP
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FOR ALL PLUMBING & HEATING
CHOSEN BY CRAFTSMEN
the most efficient joints in the world

I
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for copper tubing. Equally reliable
for usc with plastic pipes.

capillary fittings for small-bore central
heating-efficient, unobtrusive and cheaper
to install.

go underground with safety. Coneor coupling~
are zinc-free gunmetal castings specifica lly
chosen for use with soft copper tubing.

up-to-date range of

PLUMB ERBS'

RASS

WA RE is at your

stockist's now. All patterns

can be supplied - polished or chromium-plated.

ADD THEM UP TO A
FIRST CLASS JOB
IT PAYS TO KEEP TO THE FYFFE LINES
Sanbra Fyffe Limited.
lnstantor Works, Jam es's Stree t , Dublin , 8 .
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SAVE TIME AND MONEY

1£11 V.IOWS\

Just think of it-a few years ago there was none of
thi O.B.C. serv ice.
Just don't know how we got
along without it.
To-day . . . we ll , to-day everybody
goes to O.B.C.
Bert says it'd be silly not to. BiggEst
stocks . . . thi nk of anyth ing you like and O.B C.
w ill have it.
T hey've got branches all over the
country and, if that isn't enoufh , there's a Mai l
Order Department as well.
Whips the f::OOds l:;ack
to you by post.
And, of course, their ord inary va n
delivery service is p retty swift too.
Bert says whe n
you look through their Catalogu:! . . .
that reminds me-have you rot a copy
of the new illustrated O.B.C. Catalogue?
1 cannot get a long without one.
T hey'll send you. one if you wr·t~.
Better do it now !

DUBLIN

BELFAST

Phone: 61653 & 63061.

BOURNEMOUTH

Phone: 315'76.

BRISTOL

Phone: Christchurch 1522/3

LONDO
N

Phone: 293774/ 5/6

LEICESTER

Phone: RELiance 7971/2/ 3.

NEWCASTLE

Phone: 74908.

GLASGOW

Phone: 810857.

MANCHESTER

Phone: DOUglas 5115.

CA RDIFF

Phone: Oldham Main 9488/9/ 90.

Phone: 28613/4/5.

DROITWICH, Worcs. (Head Office and Works)
Phon e: 2551 (10 lines) .
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M.A. B.
INSULATIONS

Specialists
In Sound
Attenuation
and Thermal
Insulation
of Dueling

--------

SOLE CONTRACTORS IN IRISH

Estimates and Specifications Fre ~ on request.
45, WATERLOO ROAD, BALLSBRIDGE,

REPUBLIC FORTHE FAMCLAD SYSTEM

DUBLIN. Telephone: 684017.

•
wav-.11.,
PIPES LIMITED
Balbriggan, Co., Dublin.
Telephone : Balbriggan 160,

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss11/1
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Defeat tho corrosive menace
of chemicals and acids! No loss of
production or dangerous bursts.
Wavin P.V.C . pipes wear wonder·
fully because they do not wear
at all. Wavin pipes are non
corrosive, immune to all chemical
attacks, light, inexpensive and easy
to install. Where there's wear
use Wavjn. That's sense.
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THE ARCHITECT with an eye [or
efficiency also sees in the Lynx's cleancut lines contemporary styling at its very
best.

••• All

February, 1963.

THE CUSTOMER is delighted to discover that such a handsome cistern also
has the most discreetly quiet and dependable mechanism she's ever encountered.

THE PLUMBER finds it easiest of all to
fit; the concealed fixing is neat and simple.

acclaim the

LYNX
MADE IN IRELAND
Shires Lynx is today's most popular cistern, for
replacements or new installations. Lynx high and
low level cisterns are made of black Duranitetough and durable, non-crazing, non-corrosive.
The Kingfisher syphon mechanism gives a powerful flush: made ofpolythene- non-corrosive, nonageing and unbreakable- it can be used in hard
or soft water areas. It conforms to BSS 1125 and
Water Works specifications. Capacities: 2, 2t and
3gallons.
EVERY GENUINE LYNX HAS THE
NAME ENGRAVED ON THE CISTERN
,,~

Other Shires• products are the Uni-Lynx close-coupled suite,
cistern fittings and the Polyfloat cold water cistern float.

Available from all recognised builders' providers in the Republic

S

~

0

c.fo' y~ ~

SHIRES
(IRELAND)
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1962 LIMITED, STANNAWAY DRIVE, CRUMLIN, DUBLIN
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ONLY EWARMTH
IS CONSPICUOUS
A radiator that will go to any length for a clean, unbroken line! Fit any number of "Trimline" sections
together and they form a continuous sweep of radiator
that merges unobtrusively with the wall. Slim, finely
fluted panels give a widP. angle of radiation, and give

"IDEAL TRIMLIN

the "Trimline" its distinctive modern look. Available in
three convenient heights (18", 24" or 30"), ingeniously
constructed in cast-iron for durability, the "Trimline"
has endless possibilities for schools, libraries, factories,
public and private buildings. Full specifications and
installation details sent on request.

another cast-iron proof that IDEAL lead in radiators

Horizontal section of the

"Trlmllne" radiator.

If you would like to know more about the IDEAL range of radiators, please write to: Ideal -Standard Limited, Ideal
Works, Hull (Tel: Hull68971), or Ideal House, Great Marlborough Street, London W1 (Tel: Gerrard 8686).
"IDEAL" AND "TRIMLINE" ARE TRADE MARKS OF IDEAL-STANDARD LIMITED
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No.ll.

Vol. 2.

The only publication
in Ireland for the
craftsman p 1 u m b e r
and contractor, the
heating,
ventilation,
insulation, air conditioning and refrigeration engineer and
contractor, the electrical contractor,
supplier, manufacturer
and w h o 1 e s a 1 e r of
fittings
and equipment for 't he trades.

•
Published monthly by
Irish Trade & Technical Publications Ltd.
Annual subscription,
21/-, post free. Single
copies, 1 f 9, post free.

•
Editorial and advertising offices:
Callaghan Chambers,
13 / 15 Dame Street,
Dublin, 2. Tel. 56465-6,
and 133 Royal Avenue,
Be! fast.
Tel. : Belfast 22796.
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The £1 million Potez Galway factory is officially opened

6

A repm·t on modern solid fuel room heaters begins on page

8

The plumber gets the least of all from the frost period, says T.U. secretary

9

The trend is for packaged units in air conditioning

10

Recent developments in turf burning equipment and techniques are reported
on page

12

John G . Bolton this month deals with hydrau!ic or water rams

16

A. L. Townsend continues to contribute under the general head of sanitary appliances

34

Trade Topics begin this month on page
Northern Notes this month are on pages 14 and 19.
SPECIAL SURVEY: Tap fittings and controls-beginning on page 21.
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At opening

of Mervue
factory

*
Mr. Pat O'Beirne, Production
Manager, examines a heater part with
Mr. H. S. Buckley, Managing Director
of Potez Ireland Limited.

£1 MILLION POTEZ FACTORY AT
CiALWAY OFFICIALLY OPENED
fTwas a memorable day

in Galway
last month when the Taoiseach.
Mr. Lemass, officially opened the
new factory of Potez (Ireland) Ltd.,
at Mervue.
The factory, which produces the
well known Potez heating units, is
the largest industrial plant west of the
Shannon and at this stage represents
a £I ,000,000 investment.
At the opening, Mr. Herbert S.
Buckley, the American-born managing director of the industry, recalled
that the parent firm, Potez of France,
had been producing heating units in
France since shortly after the war and
had been very successful both there
and in other continental cou.ntries.
Early in 1960 it was decided to
build a factory to serve the British
Commonwealth.
lt was intended to
locate it in England but then it was
decided that it would be more advantageous to locate it in Ireland
because the Government here was inviting foreign industries to come and
was providing tax reliefs and other
concessions.

R elief s
M. Potez felt that with these reliefs
their industry could place their oroducts on world markets under more
competitive conditions.
This was
borne out when they came to Ireland

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss11/1
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as well as the fact that a large and
willing labour force existed.
In August, 1960, Messrs. John Sisk
& Son were given the contract to
build the factory.
It has 180,000
feet of covered floor space and is
capable of turning ou.t 150,000 heatAlthough the
ing units annually.
home market would not be ignored,
the factory products were basically
for export, mainly to the Commonwealth and E.E.C. countries.
The factory employs 150 at the
moment and it is expected that full
production will be reached in two
years, when the labour force will be
700 on a one-shift basis.
Mr. Lemass pointed out in his
speech that the countries with which
we had important commercial relations were moving to free trade.
He declared: "In making olans for
the future of Irish industry the
Government thinks it is rea onable to
expect that there will be a general
desire to complete, in every protected
industry and in good time, whatever
re-equ,ipment and re-organisation is
needed to ensure the highest attainable
level af efficiency. All the indications
are that this is so and that the assistance offered by the Government
will be fully utilised."
M. Henri Potez, the French industrialist, and founder of Potez Industries, replying to An Taoiseach, said

that he was .e:lad to have become an
industriali t here.
"At a time when Ireland is making
an extraordinary effort towards the
improvement of its land and the development of its industries, great
movements are in course of realisattion to bring about better trade relations and also perhaps political relations, thus giving our ' old world ' an
orientation worthy of its past.

Partic-ipation
"Ireland wishes to be a part of
these movements and there is no doubt
that her participation wilt take place
in her own good time .
But her
common sense will not be lacking
and nothing should be allowed to
upset her traditional balance, which
is the envy of many nations."
The Mayor of Galway, Alderman
P. D. Ryan, said that to them in
Galway the Potez factory marked a
milestone in the efforts to attract industry to the area.
The Bi hop of Galway, Most Rev.
Dr. Browne, said he was glad to see
close relations established between
Ireland and France.
Before the ooening ceremony the
factory was blessed by Most Rev. Dr.
Browne, assisted bv Right Rev. Monsignor J. Mitchell. ·P.r.: V.G., Castlegar; Rev. J. O'Connor, C.C., do.,

rontinued page eleven
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IRISH WELDING
ASSOCIATION S
FIRST AWARDS
1

THE FIRST certificates awarded
by the Irish Welding Association to
six Dublin welders were presented by
Mr. Martin Gleeson, Chief Executor
Officer of the Dublin Vocational
Education Committee, in the Building Centre, Lr. Baggot Street, Dublin, late last month.
The Irish Welding Association was
founded a couple of years ago to raise
the standard of weldin~ and to spread
the knowledge of welding techniques.
lts members include trade unions,
firms employing welders and dealing
in welding equipment, insurance companies, educational bodies and consulting engineers. The establishment
of the Irish Welding Association
Welder Certificate scheme is the most
important advance that the Association has made.
Certificates were awarded to Arthur
McGuinness (Arthur Guinness, Son
and Co., Dublin, Ltd.), and Christopher McDonnell, Joseph Quinn,
George Murray, Sean Buckley and
Michael Devine (all o( the E.S.B.).
Mr. Quinn was the only one of the
six to win the Certificate with distinction. He is employed at the
Ringsend Power Station.
Mr. J. D. Barry, vice-principal of
the College of Technology, Bolton St.,
Dublin, and chairman of the Management Committee of the Association,
presided.

NEW GAS-FIRED
PROCESS HEATERS
WITH THE announcement o( a
new range o( industrial process gasfired air heaters, Powell Du!Tryn Heating Ltd. have increased their claim
to offer a comprehensive range o(
industrial heating equipment.
The
new range- the Norwest gas-fired process air heaters-represent a new development in direct fired recirculation
air heaters. They consist of a driving
motor, a direct gas-fired air heater
and a fan and can be aoolied to a
variety of industrial heati~g, drying
and curing processes.
The Norwe t is orodu.ced in five
models, each with th~rmostat control.
The sheet steel casing is lined internally with a bestos composition or

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962

TRADE

TOPICS
similar insu1atu1 5 uua1 o ana enclOses
a stainless steel combustion chamber
cooled by the recirculating air.
The
recirculat~on and products of combustion mix together and are drawn into
the recirculating fan fitted directly on
to the heater outlet (or fitted separately as required depending upon the
application). A slot burner fires into
the diverging combustion chamber
and accurate control of combustion
air is obtained by adjustment of a
sliding damper plate, which after initial setting is locked in position. The
normal maximum temperature for the
air leaving the heater is 600 °F.
lrish agent: Mr. Denis H. Su.llivan,
Green Park, Coleville Road, Clonmel.
Co. Tipperary.

· in · brief . ..
G. C. PJLUNGER & CO. LTD.
will be exhibiting at the London International Engineering Exhibition at
Olympia from April 23 to May 2.
Their exhibits will be on the stand
of the British Oil Burner Manufacturers' Association in the Empire Hall.

* * *

THE ONLY exhibition in the world
devoted exclusively to industrial and
municipal e!Tiuent and water treatment problems will take place at the
Seymour Hall, London, W.l, between March 26th and 29th next.
More than 45 British, American and
Continental exhibitors will have their
plant and equ.ipment on display

* * *

"!DEAL-STANDARD" are showing both central heating equipment
and bathroom suites at the 1963 Daily
Mail Ideal Home Exhibition.
"Ideal " heating equipment includes the new Titan fire, an open
fire with a hi£h powered back boiler.
This is designed to give radiator heating and hot water m the average
home.

* * *

VAUXHALL BOlLER CO., LTD.,
have completed a reorganisation of
the company and of its board of
directors. The company have entered
into association with Metal Formaltions Ltd., •Of Dudley, Worcestershire.

The neat

11

Ten

11

gas fire
BRATT Col bran Ltd., one of the
Radiation group of companies, state
that their new and neat Ten radiant
convector gas fire is one of the cheapest available.
The " Ten " has a nominal rating
of 16,000 B.t.u./hr. and will provide
full heating for fbe average living
room.
By a simple adjustment of
tht !legs 'to 1b;igh or low position,
giving a variation in height of 2~in.,
the one standard model can be installed to cover a normal 24in. high
fireplace opening or may be mounted
under a fireplace with a 22in. high
overhang.
Alternatively, without the need of
any extra parts, the "Ten" can be
mounted on the wall.
The stylish and sturdy steel outer
case is stove enamelled in gold, pewter or a subtle new colour, pearl
bronze.
Irish agent: Mr. L. C. Young, 85
Gransha Road, Bangor, Co. Down.

DUBLIN FIRM'S
NEW SERVICE
HALPIN & HAYWARD, Ltd., of
Unity Buildings, J 6-17 Lr. O'Connell
Street, Dublin, J, having built uo a
substantial business here in sol.;ing
domestic water problems throughout
the country, particularly in country
districts, have now decided to offer a
service to private individuals who
may be using at their homes well
water or river water.
Some jobs
have already been designed and installed by the firm with 'ireat success.
The firm's Belfast office is at Bedford Buildings, 7 Bedford Street,
Belfast, 2.

Seven
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Reporting

MODERN SOLID FUEL
ROOM HEATERS

JN THESE days of rising fuel costs

and higher heating standards, it
has become increasingly apparent that
the open fire is no longer capable of
providing
comfortable
conditions
compatible with economical operation.
This, of course, has always been the
case, but in days when fuel was
cheaper and standards lower, this deficiency was not evident.
It has
been found, however, in the course of
research by various laboratories connected with the heating industry, that
by---------------

V. P. Duffy:::
the efficiency of the open fire rarely
exceeds 25 per cent., and this figure
is applicable even to the most modern
type grates.
In other words, a consumer will obtain from every ton of
fuel that he purchases, the equivalent
of only a quarter ton in usefu,J heat.
The increasing awareness of the
public to this fact has been shown
by the demand for chimney throat
restrictors, continuous burning grates,
and refractory blocks for the modification of existing fireplaces.
In this ever increasing desire for
further fuel economy, the attention of
the public has now been drawn to the
modern solid fuel stove which, during the past few years, has emerged
as a highly successful and economical
form of room heating.
In the case
of the writer's firm, the demand for
these modern room heaters has been
unprecedented this year.
It i~ therefore the aim of the writer
in this article, to survey briefly the
models currentlv available, and to
make comments on each heater, which
may serve as a guide to intending
ou.rchasers, so that their requirements
may be fulfilled in the best possible
way.
Broadly speaking, solid fuel may be
divided into two categories: (a) volatile
and (b) non-volatile, and modern stove

design is greatly influenced by the type
of fuel which it is intended to use in
a particular appliance.
Fuels which
may be classed as volatile include
most house coals, brown coal, peat
briquettes, sod turf, and timber, while
fuel of the non-volatile class is exemplified by coke and anthracite.
Room heaters designed to burn
volatile fuels should incorporate a
large amount of internal refractory
surface, and in addition, have reasonably lengthy flu,e passages, so' that the
maximum amount of heat may be extracted from the flue gas~s before
their discharge into the chimney.
Heaters conforming to this description, and which are normally stocked
by the writer's firm, may be listed
as follows:Mona Room Heat~r.-This is an
excellent heater for rooms of average
exposure up to 2,200 cubic feet in
volume, and is the result of some excellent combined research by Bord na
Mona and Waterford Iron founders
Jt is particularly suitable for
Ltd.
burning Bord Na Mona briquettes,
and combustion may be very accurately controlled from banking conditions to full outpu.t, by means of a
finely machined adjustable spinner
situated at low level on the front of
the heater.
Another desirable feature of this appliance is the low level
flue outlet, which enables the heat~r
to be installed in almost every typ~
of fireplace, including those with low
Maximum fuel consumption
lintels.
of this appliance on full output is approximately 5 Jbs. of briquettes per
hour.
Seafire Heater.-This is also the
produ,-::t of combined research by
Bord Na Mona and Waterford Ironfounders Ltd. and displays a strong
Australian influence in design, this
being chiefly noticeable in the orovision of an observation window in the
front of the heater, which is a characteristic of some Australian heaters
expressly designed for the purpose of

:;: Heating Division, Thos. Jl eiton and Co. Ltd.
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burning native brown coal briquettes.
It is suitable for heating rooms of up
to 3,500 cubic feet and may be accurately controlled by means of an easily
regulated spinner. One feature which
it shares with the Mona heater is its
ability to remain alight under banked
conditions for periods of up to ten
hours.
Rayburn Room
Heater.- This
heater, from which the SeaFire was
developed, is an old favourite, and is
basically simi lar in design.
It has
the additional advantage, however,
that it can also be supplied with a
built-in boiler capable of heating a
normal size domestic hot water
cylinder, or alternatively about 32
square feet of single panel radiator
surface.
County Stove.-This little stove is
suitable for rooms up to 1,500 cubic
feet in capacity and represents excellent value at £16 Os. Od.
It is
specially suitable for briquette burning, and incorporates an accurately
adjustable air spinner.
It is manufactured in Ireland by the Hammond
Lane Foundry Ltd.
Ahlmann Room Heaters.-These
heaters are suitable for rooms of from
1,500 cubic feet to 5,000 cubic feet
and embrace a wide variety of attractively styled models. Th~y are of
German manufacture su'tabbe for
brown coal burning, but they give
excellent results on briquettes, and are
very economical in operation .
On the other hand, room heaters
designed for non-volatile fuels should
incorporate refractory surfaces in the
actool fire chamber to assist radiant
heat emis ion, but they do not normally require any subsequent complicated flue passages if this refractory
work is designed satisfactorily.
R Series Courtier Heaters.-This
popular series of Esse room heatl!rS
manufactured by Messrs. Smith &
Wellstood, are justly famou~ and have
deservedly maintained their oooularity over the years. They are ~vailable
in six sizes and are capable of cater-

Continued opposite page
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THE PLUMBER GETS THE LEAST OF
ALL FROM THE FROST PERIOD
- TRADE UNION SECRETARY
~coMMENTING

recently on the
icy conditions in Britain, Mr.
Tom Sullivan, London Secretary of
the Plumbing Trade Union, said:" People seem to think a thaw is
the golden harves~ of the plumber.
In fact, for a relatively short period
the journeyman plumber works a bit
of overtime, and if there's any harvest it's onl~p the plumbing contractor
who reaps it.
" The more you think about it, the
bloke who gets least of all out of the
frost period is the plumber who has
to contend with it. They dislike it,
contrary to what most people think."
Much of the bhme for recurring
winter crises is still being laid on bad
" Walk into an archiarchitecture.
from previous page

ROOM HEATERS
ing for rooms of 1, 100 cubic feet in
the case of the smallest model to
5,000 cubic feet in the case of the
largest type.
In addition these heaters are available fitted with boilers, and the largest
model , besides heating a room of
2,400 cubic feet, will also provide
sufficient heat for 75 soume feet of
single panel radiator he~ting surface.
L. 0. Series Courtier Heaters.-This
recent addition to the Esse range is,
perhaos, the most popular and succe sful of all room heaters both with
regard to performance and appearance, and it has been the author's experience to find his firm hard put to
satisfy the demand for these heaters.
Apart from oerfect control of the
burning rate -by means of the adjustable machined soinner when both
glass doors are closed, this heater also
caters for the aficionados of the ooen
fire by having doors which fold back
alongside the heater, and are concealed by the hinged casing of the
The low-level flue outlet
appliance.
enables this heater to be in stall ed in
any existing fireplace and its smart
styling enhances the ap!Jearance of any
room. Tt is su,:table for rooms uo to
3,000 cubic feet capacity and may be
suoplied with a boiler if required.
Esse Autovector. This ingenious

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962

teet's office," Mr. Sullivan said, " and
you'll find him drawing houses with
pipes on the outside."
Older plumbers are uneasy at the
preference for jJhin copper plumbing,
with pumps, instead of the old gravity
system which fell through solid lead
pipes.
Meanwhile, Mr. Henry Morley, an
elderly London plumber, said that
younger people had far hss craft
pride.
" In the twenties and thirties," he
said, " few parents could afford an
apprenticeship and so youngsters had
to come up the hard way.
" I used to push a whacking gnat
barrow round full of lead pipe coils
and dig out the holes.
" These chaps with the small bore

stuff just smash it in, pump it round
and that's their lot.
I had to go to
a house the other day . . . a tremendous house over in Hendon.
I
couldn't drain that sm3lll bore properly.
They'd come down from upstairs and
looped it back· There was a g_reat
loop of pipework there, holding water.
" I had to report to the agent that
the only thing I could do was to disconnect every radiator, tip it up and
drain tbe water that way."
Like Mr. Sullivan, he saw no golden
harvest for the journeyman plumber
this winter. " They might make a few
shillings to spend Jon medical supplies, as I'm doing just now," he said
-he's at home with 'flu. " You get
some biting draughts in these roof
spaces that go right through you."

heater, while having all the attributes
of the previously described Esse
Models, also incorporates a selffeeding fuel storage hopper that enables it to burn for exceptionally long
periods even on high output without
It is available in three
refuelling.
sizes, with or without boiler, and it
is one of the few room heaters that
are thermostatically controlled .
It
is suitable in its three sizes for rooms
of 3,250 to 5,500 cubic feet.
Parkray 33.-A produ.ct of the well
known Radiation Group, this heater is
designed for recessing into an existing
fireplace and is almost flush fitting.
It has a large toughened glass window,
a nd when in operation, casts a very
warm and attractive glow through
this window. 1t is equipped with the
normal air spinner control and is capable of catering for rooms ur-;• to
3,000 cubic feet in capacity.
This heater is of all stoves the most
similar in appearance to the tradi tional ooen fire , without the concomitant disadvantages of the latter
method of heating.
Parkray 66.-This model is generally similar to the Parkray 33 but is
fitted with a back boiler capable of
supplying ample heal for normal hot
water requirements and in addition
for a towel rai l.
Parkray 77.-The largest model of
the Parkray range has almost the
sa me appearance as the other two
models, but is equipped with a high

output boiler capable of serving a hot
water cylinder and u9 to 50 sq. ft.
of radiator surface.
Searchlight Heaters.- This heater is
manufactured with a room heating
It is
capacity of 8,000 cubic feet.
specially suitable for schools and
large rooms and can burn unattended
Coke, coal,
for U!J to ten hours.
briquettes, and sod turf have all been
successfully used in this appliance.
Irish fuel merchants are particularly aware of all the oroblems associated with house he;ting and have
always had the most whole-hearted
co-operation of the British National
Coal Board and our own Bord Na
Mona.
There also exists a verv fine potential market for Irish An"thracit; produ.cers in this field, but unfortunately
there is no control of aualitv or of
standards such as is exercised. bv the
British Coal Industry.
Quality -control is essential in every industry but
e pecially so in the fuel trade: and
until standards are set regarding ash
content, fines content. etc., this oroblem will always confront consumers
when using Irish Anthracite.
It is to be earnestly hoped that some
centralised bureau will shortlv be
established to ensure consistent fuel
standard from Irish collieries.
And,
to summarise in a nutsheli:- There
is a solid fuel heating appliance available for every application.
Nine
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TREND IS FOR PACKAGED UNITS
IN AIR CONDITIONING-Executive
p APERS given by Haden headquarters executives recently included a talk on air conditioning by
Mr. L. C. Bull, A.M.J., Mech.E.
M.I.H.V.E., and a paper on planning
and site control by Mr. F . A.
Mech.E.,
Pullinger,
M .A.,
M.J.
M .I.H.V.E.
The trends towards packaged units
in air conditioning and greater cooperation between the bui lder and
the heating engineer in the use of
prefabrication, were the ooints raised
respectively in the two p;pers, which
created particular interest.

Emphasised
Mr. Bull's paper emphasised that
the use of packaged units for central
plants such as heat generators, water
chillers and airhandling plant, cut
capital costs and reduced design engineering and installation costs. Increased awareness of the advantages
of air conditioning could result in a
demand which would provide a very
substantial summer load for electricity.
Mr. Bull supported this forecast by
citing stories of power failures in New
York heat waves due to the demands
of air conditioning plant.
Mr. Pullinger, in his paper, called
for more co-operation between the
architect, builder, heating engineer
and heating contract engineer.
Too many critics of the bui lding
industry asked for more prefabrication but failed to appreciate what was
already being done in this direction.
His company's experience of prefabrication had taught them that it
was only a practical proposition if
planned with the builder and architect at a time when the designs o(
the building components are being
evolved.

Training
Mr. Pullinger also emphasised that
technical training in the industry was
good but that more formal instruction
was needed in planning and management.
The limitations to economic pre-
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fabrication of heating system s are
dimensional accuracy o( buildings and
Situations do
repetitive situ.ations.
not repeat so often for the heating
engineer as for the builder.
Modular discipline and building
systems which encourage off site prefabrication are a movement in the
right direction , but do not necessa rily
Bt u'; hi

NC 25

N C 30

result in bui lding to closer tolerances.
Prefabrication of large building
assemblies leads to local accuracy,
facilitating prefabrication of connection s to heating, air conditioning units
and plumbing. It does not necessarily
make it economic to prefabricate the
central distribution system.

-----

N C 3>

GUARANTEED
NOISE CRITERIA
LEVELS
~Volts

AtD! THE HEAT ..

c''" ....... m., ...oo

..,

100

REQUIRED!

New Forceflos-with Convectorgraph selection
Only the new Biddle Forceno Convectors
guarantee •1ow noise criteria levels. Only the

trim, compact Forceflos g ive quiet powerConveclorgraph selected. Each unit has a performance graph showing specific NC ratings
relative to air, heat and voltage factors. Even
whereaheatingdemnnd is exceptionall y high,
a low noise level can be assu r ed by seleclivc

planning from a wide range of unit capacities.

FORCEFLO CON VE CTO I~GRAPII
SE LE CT I 0 N means all the quiet h eat
you l't•quir~speci}if·ctlly!

C<mpuct centrifu gal fan types-28" high by
9" deep free standing models. Complete range
of s·zes. designs and ancillary eQuipment.

29/00-62,000 B I U/hr. outputs at 60°F E.A.
and 180/° 1160
"
water. Rotary switch speed
control. Hot water or steam heati ng medium.

•Tests conducted independently and certificated by a leading Acoustics research company

Technical data is availabla from any of lha addrassas below

BIDDLE
F H BI D DLE L T O (British Trana Co ltd Manuloctu
: ma

O~is1on)

16 Upper Grosvenor Street, London Wt

Hyde Perk 0532

Quality controlled products_y _
TECHN CAl REPRESENTATIVES

-

D. H. BUTLER, 7 Bl ackwood Cresce nt , Holen'a Bav, Belfast
Telephone : Helen'a Bay 2119
QUADRANT ENGINEERS , 6 Mount Street Creacent, Dublin
Tole phone: Dublin 61492

6<471
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TRADE
TOPICS
2~

kW.- two elements of 1,250 W.
each- to spread the heating over seven
hoL•.rs, and with a very high standard
of insulation.
Irish a~ent: A. P. Haslam, 39 Lr.
Gardiner St., Dublin, I.
M r. Henry Potez, President of the
Potez Aircraft Company of France1
and founder of Potez Industries of
Ireland, Ltd., Galway, shows the
Taoiscach, Mr. Lemass, a part of an
industrial heater when the Taoiseach
opened the new Potez factory at
Galway.
from page six

Potez plant
will employ
people
700
and Rev. M. Spelman, Diocesan Secretary.
The
attendance
inclv,ded
the
Mini ter for Industry and Commerce, Mr. Lynch; the Minister for
Defence, Mr. Bartley; the Irish Ambassador to France, Mr. D. R.
McDonald; the French Ambassador
to Jreland, M. Paris ; Professor L. 0
Buachalla, Cathaoirleach of the Senate: Mr. J. C. B. McCarthy, Secretary, Department of Industry and
Commerce; Mr. J. Geoghegan, T.D.;
Mr. M. Kitt, T.D.; Mr. F. Coogan,
T.O.; Mr. M. Donnellan, T.D., and
Mr. A. Millar, T.D.
Tedca tie/McCormick & Co. Ltd.,
one of the large t and oldest firms
of fuel merchants in the country,
have been aooointed sole concessionaires for Pot;z Jndustrie in Ireland.

STAND HIGHLIGHT
HIGHLIGHT of the stand of Sadia
Water Heaters Ltd. at the E.D.A.
Sales onference Exhibition at Harrogate this month was a disolav of
the N-50 "ofi-oeak" electric- ~ater
heater. Tt wa -shown both comolete
and ectionalisted to demonstrate its
construction.
lt is a low-ore sure heater of 50
gallons capacity with a loading of

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962

DUBLIN FIRM NOW
ST ILLI T E DI STRIBUTORS
STlLLITE PRODUCTS LTD., one
of the Turner & Newall Group of
Companies, have appointed Structural Waterproofing Co. (Ireland), of
7, Upper Fitzwilliam Street, Dub lin,
2, as main distributors for the whole
of Southern Ireland.
Structural Waterproofing Co. (Ireland) will handle the full Stillite range
of heat, cold and sound insulating
materials.

PUMP COMPANY TO
ENTER IRISH MARKET
MESSRS. J. T. WADE & SON ,
Ltd., of Fairfield Works, High Wycombe, Bucks, have announced that
they intend to introduce their products to the Irish market.
Wade Centrifugal Pumps have
been manufactured for many years
in larger sizes and with the knowledge and experienced gained, they
have entered the small pump fie ld.
The reception already accorded to
this range is very encouraging.
The Company's "Junior" is ideally
suitable for fountains, water displays,
and cascades, in addition to industrial
applications which include circulating,
cooling, bulk transfer, su.ds pumping,
etc.
The Wade Mini-Pump is suitable
for small water displays, fountains,
cooling, bulk transfer, etc. The totally enclosed capacitor type motor has
been especia lly designed for long and
trouble free running and being an
induction motor, no tedious brush
troubles arise.

a complete after sales service is available.
Mr. E. A. Wheeler has recently
been aooointed Sales Manager to J.
T. Wad~-& Son, Ltd., Fairfield Works,
High Wycombe, Bucks.

BIDDLE SPONSOR
NOISE PROBE
F. H. BIDDLE LTD. have sponsored an extensive research programme into the noise level of their
new trim quiet Forceflo Convector.
The new Forceflo is the result of
an extensive study into the structL'ife
and arrangement of heater components. Coi l, element, motor, fan and
filter have been extensively tested to
provide maximum output in terms of
B.t.u.'s yet maintaining a very low
noise criteria level. Biddle's research
programme has been executed by an
independent firm of Acoustic Engineers recognised by the National
Physical Laboratory.
This development has meant that
Biddle's can now predict with accuracy the noise levels of these Forceflos
under given conditions. They will extend this testing programme to all
motorised units.

Air Heaters
100,000 to 800,000
BTU/hr
F OR 45 SECONDS OIL OR
200-900 SECONDS OIL
T RADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

WELDRYTE
LIMITED
SOUTH QUAY

-

ARKLOW

'Phone: Ark!ow 150.

All pumps are guaranteed against
faulty workmanship or materials and
Eleven
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A Special Correspondent reports on

Recent development in turf
burning equipment, techniques
f OLLOWING the development some
years ago of new combustion
techniques for turf fuel, the wet-back
Supereconomic boiler became a sound

PREMIER S.F.
OIL BURNERS
incorporate a Wegmann
Flame Funnel

HIGH COMBUSTION
EFFICIENCY IS
ACHIEVED
These Burners are ideal for firm
sectional boilers.
Available for
60,000 to 2,000,000 BTU/ hr.

*

Generous Trade Terms.

WELDRYTE
LIMITED
SOUTH QUAY - ARKLOW
'Phone: Ark~ow 150.

choice for medium sized steam plants
(2,50D-25,000 lb. steam per hou.r).
The patent on these boilers has expired and they are now obtainable
from al l the larger manufacturers,
so that the steam user has a wider
choice of suitable plant.
The effort made by fuel technologists towards higher efficiency has
led to boiler designs directed to increased convected heat transfer, either
by extending secondary heating surfaces or by increasing gas velocities.
While this development leads to
higher efficiencies with all fuels, the
relative increase with a long-flame fuel
such as turf is substantially higher
and recent boiler tests, carried out
under meticulous control, have shown
that efficiencies are quite as high as
can be achieved with any other fuel
and that with prop::!r selection of
equ.ipment the makers' capacity rating can be exceeded by a substantial
margin.
Vertical steam boilers, usually
manutlactured for capacities lower
than the range indicated above, have
never shown high efficiencies on turffuel due to the low secondaryprimary heating surface ratio.

Altered

A

NEW vertical boiler, the Cochran
Series II, has recently been developed which has altered this situa-

This boiler, a development of
tion.
the well-known Cochran M ultibublar
vertical boi ler, was ori~.:ina ll y designed as a packaged oil-fired unit but
is now obtainable in semi-packaged
form for turf-firing.
The first of these boilers is now
operating as a completely automatic
unit on turf and the indicat ions are
that the efficiency and reliab ility are
up to what the manufacturers c laim
for the oil-fired plant.

Stokers.- For horizontal steam
boilers up to 25,000 lbs./ hr., the
Hodgkinson Low-Ram Stoker has become firmly established as a most
satisfactory machine for burning turffuel and there are now many of them
working both. in factories and institutions with uniform success.
An
improvement lately made to the stoker
has been the addition of a device
which prevents the occasional feed
failure previously experienced due to
the presence of oversize pieces.
The turf-burning "hopper-unit"
has now proved itself to be a re liable
and efficient device for firing centra l
heating boilers up to abou.t I ,000,000
B.t.u.'s per hour. This unit was originally meant to be hand regulated
(occasional adjustment of a primary
air spinner is all that is necessary)
on natural draugh t, but some users

Continued opposite

WELDING SERVICES LTD.
11

Everything

lor

Welding

14-16 AMIENS STREET, DUBLIN.
Twelve
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Many ImpreSSIVe advances made
have asked for automatic control and
time-switch operation.
The requirement can be satisfied by means of a
small fan operated by a thermostat
and time switch.

E ffic ie nt
S EVER AL very
efficient roomheating appliances are now available for turf and briquette burning.
T he Mona Roomheater is a high ly
efficent convector stove which is suitable for offices and rooms up to abou.t
2,000 cu. ft. capacity.
It is a completely closed appliance, which militates against its popularity with most
householders who do not feel comfortab le unless they can actua ll y see
the fire.
A new roomheater- the
Seafire- which is now available, is
fitted with a circular convex glass
window in the front fuelling door,
thus allowing a clear view of the fire.

Continuous improvement is proceeding in the field of the solid fuel
domestic cooker, which is still a most
economical appliance for combined
cooking, domestic hot-water su.pply
and kitchen warming.
The development of turf-burning cookers, or to
be more exact, all-fuel cookers which
are desir.ned with a special eye to turfbu.rning, has, if anything, outstripped
the general improvement.
New developments have been mainly by way
of improved sealing to reduce fuel
consumption and facilitate overnight
banking which is now virtually foolproof with turf fuel, and improvements in the appearance of the appliances to br ing them into line with
contemporary kitchen equipment.

O utstanding
T HE "ELITE" Cooker, manufacfactured by Hammond Lane
Foundry Co., an appliance of outstand-

ing manufacture, is fitted with two
ovens and a glass inspection port in
the firedoor.
Two new cookers of completely
new design-the "Clayton," manufactured by Messrs. Waterford Ironfounders Ltd., and the "Coste Orchidee," an imported appliance-are
now approved for turf-bu.rning. The
distinctive feature of these appliances
is the surround, which is stove or
vitreous enammelled sheet steel,
shrouding a plain cast iron cooker.
The appearance of these cookers is
up to the very best in their class.
There are a lso available other good
turf-burning cookers such as the
"Jubilee" and "Stanley," which have
now been in widespread use for several
years and have proved deservedly
popular.

------------------------

THE PLUMBER'S HANDS
Protection and prevention
H AND S- In every occupation and
every trade they are the most
imoortant tools, they are irreplaceable. They must be in good, healthy
and efficient shape in order to guarantee efficiency to the man in the
plumbing and steam fittin!C' industries.
The skin of every hand, of every
finger, shows certain lines which are
They
different in every single man.
By DR. W. SCHWEISIIEIMER

enab le the identification of a person
In plu-mbers
through fingerprinting.
who are handling metals and other
heavy material, these line may be absent temporarily, and fingerprinting
This abmay be without success.
sence, however, is of short dura tion,
The " papillary lines" of the fingertips are promptly reformed when
work is discontinued.

Callosities
Plumbers, gas and steam fitters
have in Peneral rouoh hands and
deeply cut- and scrat~hed, worn out
nails, worn out finl!crtins and oalms
studded with narticles
steel from
handling and filing rough and heavy
metal parts. The metals employed in
plumbing are iron, tee!, lead, tin,
zinc,by conner,
brass
and1962
bronze.
Published
ARROW@TU
Dublin,
Machine ~il, cuttine- oil, etc., do their

of

part in roughening the hands of
p lu.mbers and steam fitters.
Calluses or callosities are circumscribed patches of hard, thick skin.
Actually the callosity is a form of
protection of the body ae-ainst harmful pressure by a tool or any hard
object.
Permanent pressure would
injure important parts in the deeper
layers of the hand; the develop!ng
callus re9resents a sort of protective
dam that diminishes the strength of
the pressure.
Technical progress
makes some marks disappear whi le
others may be produced. A machine
may have replaced manual workor a pedal has been invented instead
of the use of the fingers.

Staining
Staining of the hands was alwavs
considered a special sign of one's
occupation. Stains that can easily be
removed with soa.!> and water are not
regarded as occuoational characteristics. Stained hands occur when certain su1bstances act upon the skin to
form stable chemical compounds- or
after de9osits form on the ~kin when
the hand becomes covered with particles of the material us~d at the Place
of work.
Some stainin~ is due to chemical
materials.
Chemical Plumbing conContinued ov~rleaf -

All Heating For
Factories, Garages
And Halls·
*
*
*
*
*

OIL FIRED
ECONOMICAL
AUTOMATIC
SAFE
SIMPLE

contact-

WELDRYTE.
LIMITED
SOUTII QUAY

-

ARKLOW

'Phone: Ark:ow 150.
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Plumbers' Hands
sists of the erection and jointing of
large chambers of heavy sheet or
plate lead; the manufacture and fixing of large pipes for conveyance of
acids and eases; covering earthenware, cocks, lining vessels, etc.

Ste rility of hands
A strange observation has recently
been published by I. Lominski and
G. R. Thomson in the British JourThey
nal of Industrial Medicine.
found the hands of certain steel and
metal workers poorer on germs, or
more sterile than that of the average
man or worker.
They studied the
kind and number of germs present
on the hands of men working with
engine oil and metal filin£"S, and they
found markedl,y fewer germs (bacterias) in comparison with men working with either oil or filing alone.
This relative steri lity occurred without regard of other hygienic conditions. The observations suggested a
particular antiseptic (germ-d~stroying)
effect of the combination of oil and
metal filings. A practical consideration, brought out by this finding, was
the fact that hand wounds in such
workers usually healed without becoming septic, without any complications.
L Schwartz mentions a few oarticular hazards to the skin and -hands
of workers handling steel and iron
and other metals. Such hazards are:
heat, which causes not only burnings
but also changes of the veins; lime;
alumina; chromium; pickling acids;
drawing compounds like soaps,
For
greases; lubricant oils, etc.
welders in particular Schwartz mentions melanosis (black colouring of
the skin) from ultraviolet ravs of arc;
zinc ch loride.-More next .month.

NEW GRATE BOILER
WM. WlLLIS % CO., LTO., 23-29

for

th e

cau y ing

out

o f la rg -scale

sub-contracts t o a stricl programme are
inv ited t o a pply t o have their nam es

Dublin Road, Belfast, have recently considered for inclus:o n in a l' s i of
intjroduced to the market an. all- f1rms which m ay bo asked within the
round grate boiler which will heat on next tw o month s t o s ubmit
ers competiti v-e
average domestic hot water plans t e nd
fo r a co mpk•te M.P.JI.\V. Bo il erthree or four radiators using their house in s~ all ation compris ing b oil e rs ,
or:fters
cal , c !rc ulmethod of pipe fitting.
This boiler o iL-f1ring leq,uipm cnt,
s , the selfatlng pump
mains b oost er se t.
Th ('
surrounds the fire and
f'Ub-co ntrac
t
will includ e tho <k sign,
contained flues all around it makes t estin g a nd supcrvis:o n of th e auto ma ti c
every a heating surface.
co ntrol system connec ted to three Shell
The "All Around" standard boiler, type b oilers and a ncill a ry e quipm ent ,
capac ity 3,000,000 B.T.U.'s p er h our
,
for smaller requ,irements, has four and
full t espo nsibjlit
y
for co mm :~s:on
times the heatin~ requirements of the ing the pl ant. Th e• jnctalla tion is reordinary block back boiler.
lt is quired for an 18-st prey building o f
identical to the "Super" only it has approximately 178,000 sq. ft. t o b e
crcc
d tt·
as Gove rnme nt o fTi ces in th e
not the front flues- the boiler is in ce
ntre of B elfast, a nd th e s uccessful
r er
contact with the fire all around and t c nd C; will eventuall y b e a ppointed as
a n o m:nal
ed
s ub-contra ctor b y the ma!
n
under.

TENDER S
OF FINANCE.- II ea tin g
M INISTRY
r c· pl a nt manucontracto rs and b ni'

fac turere e xpe ri enced in and orga ni sed

contra cto r
f er
th e
e uperstru c ture.
Written a pplications sho uld be ma d<' t o
th e SECRETARY, Min ;s~ ry o f Fina nce,
R oo m 131, L a w Co urts Building, Belfast, 1, n ot lal<' r th a n FEBRU ARY 26,
1963 .

CENTRAL HEATING
WITH THE FAMOUS

"ALL-AROUND" GRATE BOILER
The Willis "All-Around" grate boiler is the most powerful grate
boiler on the market proof of this claim is to exam ine the design
- the boiler fits "All-Around" any open fire, giving a larger heating
surface than any 'Back' boiler ask your merchant, he knows.

HEATS 3-4 RADIATORS PLUS PLENTY OF HOT
WATER - FROM ONE OPEN FIRE
Made

tn

Belfast by WILLIS, the Name Famous for 40 years 1n
Open Fire Heating.

Wri t e now for details to: Wm. Willis & Co. Ltd. , 23 19 Dublin
Road, Belfast, 2.

GAS OR ELECTRIC?
WELDING

OF

COURSE!

But we also have a wide range of cutting and heating equipment,
accessories and safety equipment. Deli very services everywhere.

CONTACT

INDUSTRIAL GASES (I.F.S.} LTD., DUBLIN
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... for CENTRAL HEATING
i •

he cannot buy better
than the

SIGMUND THERMOPAK or
SILENTFLO
and the prices are very competitive. Why not buy the best at practically
no extra cost ?

SPECIAL FEATURES:
e Super Silent and self-lubricating. e Being glandless, is free from
leaks and n:::eds absolutely no attention whilst operating. e Special
silicon-impregnated winding- no starter protection needed. e Precisionground sleeve bearings- for long life.
FULLY

GUARANTEED

AND COMPLETE AFTER
SALES SERVICE AVAILABLE.

PRICES AND ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE SENT ON APPLICATION.
O~"LY

AVAILABLE FROM THE SOLE AGENTS FOR REPUBLIC
OF IRELAND:

MONSELL, MITCHELL & CO. LTD.
67-73 TOWNSEND STREET, DUBLIN 2.

Phone 76282

-----·- - - - - - - -

SANITARY WARE
IN
WHITE

At~D

COLOUR

(Colours to match Irish Foundries Ltd.)
Agent:

C. B. SHERIDAN
10 HERBERT PLACE
DUBLIN.
'Phone 66283.

Illustrating
"THE WALDORF SUITE"

JOHNSON
(VITREOUS CHINA )

ALFRED JOHNSON & SON LTD. ,
QUEENBOROUGH, KENT.

AND

SLATER
(SANITARY FIR·ECLAY)

JOHN SLATER (STOKE) LTD.,
BERRY HILL, STOKE-ON-TRENT.
Fifteen
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HYDRAULIC
OR WATER
RAMS
THIS type of pumping appliance is
reputed to be the invention of a
Derby engineer, Mr. Whi~ehead, in
the year 1772, but his de£igil was
afterwards improved upon by Montgolfier, Blake, and ._'Jhers.
Where water is needed for domestic or farming purposes, and a suitable stream or spring can be utilised,
the hydraulic ram will be fo-und to
be a very economical and !.rouble free
pumping unit. There are no motive
power costs involved as the water
flowing through the machin·.! does the
work, so that the pumping ...ction is
continuous day and night without
stopping. In fact, it is the nearest
possible approach to perpetual motion
we are likely to find in the trade.
Except for an occasional inspectionin one job that I know of-about
every two years-it is a case of fit
and forget, no oiling or expert attention being necessary.
Why then, you may say, is this

G. Bolton

appliance not used to a greater
extent? Well, this, more often than
not, is due to lack of a suitable
position for its installation.

Must flow

JT CANNOT be worked from a well
-the water must be flowing-so
that unless yOl.ll have a spring with a
constant overflow, or, as is more
usual, a river or stream, the ram
cannot be installed. A very suitable
position is beside an old mill race or
weir.
There must also be a suitable fall
from this river, etc., to the ram, and
provision for a channel to remove the
waste water, after it has provided
the motive power. The fall to the
ram may vary from 18 inches to I 00
feet, and, in general, the more fall
you obtain the less driving water will

HYDRAULIC

RAM

CHAMBER

FIG. I.

be required. It has been calculated
that provided a plentiful supply of
driving water is available, a fall of
four feet is sufficient to force water
to a height of 800 feet! Of course,
the ram to give this lift with such a
small fall would have to be specially
designed and therefore costly.
In
general, most modern rams are designed for falls of five to 30 feet,
and for lifts of up to ab<mt 300 feet.

Working principle
THE PRINCIPLE by which the ram
works is sometimes not properly
understood. Why, for instance, does
the dash or waste valve open after it
has once closed?
We all have experienced the jarring
tremors or banging noises, like so
many quick and sharp hammer blows,
which occur when the flow of water
through a tap is suddenly stopped .
This is the well-known " water hammer" due to the use of plug or other
quick closing taps or ballcocks.
As water is virtually incompressible, it follows that this quick closing
results in a recoil action of the water
with resultant increase in pressure in
the pipe, possibly causing another
hammering sound when the recoil
wave hits a sharp elbow or bend at
the opposite end of the pipe- a
contim.Lation of which trouble will
probably result in a burst pipe.

Phenomena

WE MAKE use of this phenomena

@
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to work our ram. In Fig. 1 we
have a simple diagram to illustrate
this action.
Water flows down a
drive pipe (A) into the body of the
ram, and escapes through the dash
or waste valve (B). This water continues to increase in speed until it
has gained sufficient velocity to suddenly close the valve.
Immedifitely
this occurs, the sudden shock sends a
recoil wave back, so driving some
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INSTALLATION OF HYDRAULIC

RAM

SIDE VIEW
V./ASrE OvnEr

....!!.'..!:£_

- - -~-- =---_
= -=-----_-=--=- -=- STR£AM

FIG. 2.

aELow DAM

from previous page

Reputed To Be A 1772 Invention
water through delivery valve (C) into
the air chamber.
The recoiling of
the water has, :in the meantime,
caused a partial vacuum to form
under valve (B), which thereu.pon
drops. Immediately the water, having exhausted its recoil , begins to flow
out 'a gain until sufficient speed develops to close the valve, so repeating
the whole action once more.

aperture of capillary bore.
In some rams this is left entirely
open, and in others a small pet cock
is used instead . As the name implies, a small bubble or " snift" of
air is sucked in at each pulse or stroke
of the ram and ascends to the top
of the air chamber with the inflow
of water.

This goes on day and night as long
as there is water flowing down the
drive pipe, the 0.9ening and closing
of the dash valve varying from 40
to 200 times per minute, depending
on the type, fall and lift of the ram
- a medium sized ram averaging from
40 to 50 beats per minute.

It will have been noticed that the
main portion of the water which
flows down the drive pipe goes to
providing the pumping effort, which
in turn exerts pressure to push the
remaining water up the rising main.
About one-seventh of the water flowing through the ram can be raised to
a height of at least five times that of
the fall.

Forced

Formula

WITH each

beat a portion of the
water is forced through the delivery valve (C) into the air chamber,
so compressing the air. This air, in
turn, again pushes the water into the
rising main, whence it is gradually
forced upwards by each succeeding
inflow until it enters the storage tank .
The snift valve (D) on the in-let pipe
to the d elivery valve is for the purpose of supplying fresh air into the
air chamber to keep it replenished by
making ·u.p for losses through air
bubbles escaping up the rising main.
The va lve is simply a small hole or
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fOR INSTANCE, if a ram be placed
under a head of, say, five feet,
then for every seven gallons entering
the drive pipe, almost one gallon will
be sent u.9 the rising main to a height
of 25 feet, or a half-gallon to a heirht
of 50 feet.
A simple formula for finding the
approximate qu.antity (Q) of water
raised per minute is as follows: Multiply the number of gallons
(G) per minute flowing down the
drive pipe (D) by twice the drive pipe
fall in feet and divide the result by

three times the vertical height (H)
the water has to be raised.

G

The formula then is: Q

X

2

X

D

= - - -3 X H

For example, a ram having a vertical fall of five feet, and an inflow
from a river of 50 gallons per minute,
has to deliver water to a tank 60 feet
above the ram, what should the approximate outflow be at the tank?
50 X 2 X 5
= 2.7 gal. jmin. or 172
3 X 60
gal./ hour.

Efficiency
~

efficiency of the ram will depend on the relation between the
drive pipe fall and the vertical height
the water has to be raised.
Where
a plentiful supply of driving water is
available, it is often cheaper in the
long run to purchase a larger ram
which will work with a small fall,
than to alter the course of a river so
as to use a small ram with a high
fall.

If the water is scarce, or if large
delivery output is required, try to obtain the highest fall possible.
It
must not be forgotten also that the
length and bore of the drive p ipe has
an important bearing on the working
of the ram .
Continued overleaf
Seventeen
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Installation Methods.-Usually the
first problem to be faced is the
arranging of a suitable fall from the
river to the ram.
H we are lucky
enough to have a mill stream or weir
as the source of supply, little difficulty
wil~ be experienced as the drive water
can be taken from the higher level,
and the waste allowed to discharge
into the tail race.
However, this is not feasible in
many cases, so that where a river runs
through flat land it may, or may not,
be possible to instal a ram.

by two people working in conjunction- one with a large bucket and the
other with a watch-a stop-watch if
available.
Water is allowed to flow into the
bucket over a fixed period, say, 20
seconds.
The quantity collect: d is
then measured in pints, etc., and from
this the number of gallons available
per minute can be ascertained.
In order to get a uniform rate of
flow into the bucket, it is usual to
dam the stream with stones, sods of

the air chamber, and an inlet plug at
the top to allow for recharging with
air, is also very useful. On the feed
tank at the top of the drive pipe
should be fitted a wire screen or
strainer to stop the inlet of weeds or
leaves.

Management
SOMETIMES when the ram is first
started, it will not continue to
beat; in this case keeo working the
dash or waste valve up and down with

from previous page

Arronging loll
TO DECIDE, we must check levels.
After all, it is obvious that if the
river is flowing some fall must exist.
What then will be this fall over a
distance of, say, 400 yards downstream?
Perhaps by damming the
river with planks or a concrete wall,
etc., we could get a fall of three to
four feet or so, which will be sufficient for OU;r purpose provided the
supply is plentiful and is not likely
to diminish to any large extent in
summer. Where the fall is three feet
or Jess, it will be necessary to check
levels very carefully, as in this case a
ram of special design may be called
for. In Fig. 2 will be seen some
methods of damming a stream in
order to obtain a suitable fall.
We must next consider the height
the water has to be pumped.
This
distance should be measured from the
lowest point of the drive piJ.:>e where
it joins the ram. While rams can be
obtained to pump water to a height of
more than 500 feet, it must be remembered that the greater the height,
the more powerful must be the ram,
and hence more driving water will be
required.
It should be noted that it is only
the vertical distance which is important
in
our measurementshorizontal distance is of no consequence exceot in so far that pressure
losses throti"gh friction must- be allowed for-usually by increasing the
diameter of the rising main.
Tt is
not unusual for. a ram to tJumo water
over distances measured in m-iles.

JF

Rate of flow

THERE is any doubt about the
amount of water avai lable in a
stream, it can be checked, preferably
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss11/1
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first problem

grass, etc., and in the middle insert a
piece of drain-pipe through which will
flow a steady spout of water. With
large flows two or more pipes can be
provided and each measured separately. It is of interest to note that
even a delivery rate of a half-gallon
per minute spread over the 24 hours
will produce 720 gallons-sufficient
for an average rural dwelling.

Drive pipe

THE

length of this will depend on
the amount of fall which can be
given, but a common rule is to allow
nine to twelve inches for each foot
of vertical height-a longer drive pipe
where the fall is low, and a horter
if the fall is high. lt is good oractice to fit a flap or inlet valve on the
top of the drive pipe to cut ofT the
flow if work is being carried ou.t on
the ram.

Jnstallat1on.-The ram mu vt be
fixed upon a good solid foundation
of concrete into which strong bolts
shou ld be inserted so that the aopliance can be firmly secured.
The
ram must be fixed perfectly level,
but at such a h e i~ht that the dash
valve will always work out of the
tail water. If building a ram-house,
see that it is large enough; leave
2ft. 6in. to 3ft. space all round the
ram, and build it frost-proof.
Tt is usual to fit a gate valve on
the rising main to keetJ the water l'n
if reoairs are being ca~ried out to the
delivery valve or air chamber.
lt
is also a !_>ood !llan to fit an emtJtying
cock on the risine main to allow for
draining during repairs or frost.
A draw-ofT cock at the bottom of

the foot or hand, until you have got
sufficient water in the air chamber and
pioes to give a certain degree of
pressure. If the ram goes irregularly,
beating quickly and then slowly, it is
a sure sign of air in the drive oipe.
To expel this, hold down the dash
valve for a few minutes to blow the
air out. Make su.re the snift valve
is always clear of the tail water, or
it will be useless.
If the water from the rising main
be delivered in spurts, it may be that
the air chamber is waterloggedusually in this case the ram will make
more noise, and will beat quicker.
Tn our next issue we wil l conclude
this series on pumping aopliances by
examining rams of the olunger type
suitable for oumping pure water with
the aid of foul water, and with the
installation of multi!)le rams on the
same rising main.

e The author is indebted to Messrs.
John Blake Ltd., Ram Makers,
Accrington, England, for rtecbnir.:al
data used in this article.

Allied In Hilton
ALLIED lRONFOUNDERS have
manufactured and installed kitchen
equipment and baths for the London
Hilton Hotel, to be opened shortly.
Built to Hilton Hotels International
so~cifications, under what is believed
to be the largest order for this type
of equipment for any hotel in Britain,
the kitchen units are in stainless steel,
with edues rolled for cleanliness and
all-welded tubular frames for strength.
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MINISTER OPENS
PARSONS HOWTH
FACTORY
THE Minister for Ju.stice, Mr.
H a ughey, officially opened at
Howth, Co. Dublin , on February I st,
an engineering factory in which will
fabricated steel
be manufactured
tanks, ducts, platforms, feed water
heaters, oil coolers, metal furniture
and office equipment.
The factory is owned by C. A.
Parsons of Ireland Ltd ., a subsidiary
of C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd. , of
Heaton Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
More than 80 people are employed
and that figure is expected to rise to
a bout 120.

Attended
Representatives of leading industrial firms attended the ooening and
were afterwards entertained to l~nch
eon in the St. Lawrence Hotel ,
Howth .
Mr. Haughey said

that this new

TRADE

TOPICS
company would carry on a business
similar to that which was previo-u.sly
conducted in the same premises and
would engage in the manufacture of
all kinds of fabricated steel work. It
would provide for the parent orr.anisation many items of plant a nd
equipment not !)reviously available
within the organisation and in that
way would contribute in no small
measure to the future progress and
well-being of the grou.!J.
It was encouraging to learn that the company
planned to ex.9and the factory.
Mr. E. C. Rippon, chairman,
and a director of the parent company,
said that it was the intention of the
Irish directors to strengthen the company's position by desi~n im9rovement
and manufacturing efficiency and at
the same time to equi.9 the factory
with appropriate machine tools to enable it to undertake the manufacture
of power station auxiliaries for large
plant to be install~d in Ireland .

New Dublin
heating centre
OIL Fired Homes (Ireland) Ltd.
will open premises to be known as
the Leinster Heating Centre-sole
agents for Perkins, boilers, domestic
and industrial heating at 6 Harcourt
Road, Dublin-towards the end of
this month. Mr. S. H. Hodson is
principal of the firm.

ALLIED ANNOUNCE
COMMON RANCE
ALLIED IRONFOUNDERS LTD.
and The Universal Asbestos Manufacturing Co. Ltd. announce that they
are to have a common range of
P.V.C. plastics rainwater and so~l
goods.
The Metrex P .V.C. soil system was
introduced by Allied Jro.nfounders
early last year. U.A.M. have marketed their Aspect system of rainwa ter
goods since the autumn of 1961.
From 1st March, 1963, each Company
will sell both systems, thus bringing
about a degree of standardization and
interchangeability unique in this field.

NORTHERN NOTES FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT

£350,000 order
for Davidson
DAVIDSON & CO. LTD., Sirocco
Engineering Works, Belfast, , have
been officially informed that they are
to receive a £350,000 contract for the
supply of equipment to Coolkeeragh
power station at Derry.
The contract covers six regenerative air preheaters of the type for which
Davidson's were recently awarded a
£1,250,000 contract by the Central

Electricity Generating Board and alw
includes forced and induced draught
fans and flue dust collectors for three
new boilers which are being added
to the Derry station.
The air preheater units are among
the most advanced of their type and
the work-which includes a considerable amount of welding and prefabrication-involves a large number
of man hours. The preheaters will
be assembled at Sirocco's Mountpottinger Road works, Where a new
shop was recently completed for this
purpose.

ELECTRICALLY HEATED ROADS HAILED
SURVEYORS and road engineers
in Northern Ireland and Britain have
reported favourably on experiments
with electric heating built into roads
to prevent snow, icc and slush causing a hazard to drivers... The Royal
Automobile Club have sent to the
British Ministry of Transport a sur-
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vey of heated roads and suggested 60
more sites w'here tests might be made.
The survey stated that many councils are interested in electric road
heating but have not enough money
for it. It costs about £2 a square
yard to instal.

e Cut-away drawing of a regenerative air prchcaler of the ~~ pe which
will be installed at Coolkeeragh Power
Station, Derry.
Nineteen
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TYLOR Meters
• • •

for the measurement

of water supplies, oil,
and industrial liquids
e

for measuring OIL consumption .. .. the NEW

model TL-3 in

!"

size with flow rates from 5 g.p.h.

Operating temperatures up to 220° F and working
pressures up to 150 p.s.i.g.

One of our range of fuel

e

oil meters.

SEND FOR DETAILS AND PRICES
WITIIOUT OBLIGATION

Tylor's Waste
Detecting Chart
R e c o r d e r combining mechanical
drive.

TYLORS SURESEAL unsypllon•!Jie TRAP
MANUFACTURED IN OUR DUBLIN WORKS
Specially recommended for ranges of lavatory basins
and sinks.

Ideally suitable for hotels, hospitals and

office buildings.

Obviates the use of anti-syphonage

pipes in many instances and in others greatly reduces
their complexity and length.
Available with female
out~ets

Iron

inlet

and

Details from-

for Lead,
or

'P ' or'S'.

-

Copper,

j

-

-· ...

TYLORS
55 RAmGAR AVENUE, DUBLIN.
'Phone: Dublin 904354. 'Grams: "Tyland," Dublin.
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REVIEW OF TAP
FITTINGS AND CONTROLS

WATER SERVICES PIPES HAVE
EVOLVED OVER YEARS
piPES

for water services have
evolved over many years of
experience and now are seemingly well
established in their lead, copper or
mild steel materials, weights and
dimensions.
Announcements that several new
firms are entering the plastic tube
field indicate the growing interest in
this material for cold water and waste
pipelines. Polythene tubes have much
to recommend them but it is likely
that the neater, rigid P.Y.C. tubes
will eventu.ally capture the major
share of plastic tube work.
Used
extensively for underground mains,
and finding increasing use in soil and
waste pipework, P.V.C. tubes do not,
as yet, seem to have been so widely
used for internal cold water services
or distributions.
Lead, copper, and M.S. tubes will
always have their particular applications and many designers, and their
clients, will retain a preference for
one or the other.
But plastic tubes
will gain ground and the forward
looking plumber wastes no time in
learning the simple methods of using
Adthis newer plumbing material.
vertisers are most helpful and produce
interesting literature and booklets
designed to show the plumber how
his inherent craft skills may be easily
and quickly adapted to the new processes of bending and joining all types
of plastic tube.

Top ical
f ROST protection of pipes is a
topical item now that the disastrous effects of the January " freezeup" are still in mind.
Good installation design, couoled
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with sound living practice, are essential pre-requisties to protection against
The maintenance of
frost damage.
internal temperatures above freezing
is another requisite but solely the
responsibility of the householder.
Thermal insulation of pipework,
even in exposed and not too well
warmed positions, will retard the onset
of freezing.
]nsulating material of the wrapping
kind and in pre-formed sectional type
are well known. Perhaps, as a result
of some hard learned lessons of this
winter, a wiser application of insulation might figu.re in some future installations.
Turner Bros. Asbestos Co. of Rochdale (Lanes.) have just marketed an
asbestos fibre fitted rope.
This is
particularly useful for awkwardly
placed pipes and situations where
normal lagging materials are not
easily or effectively applied.
The
company offers free tables showing
how much rope is needed to cover a
given length of pipe to given finished
thickness.

air cushion and the P.Y.C. outer skin
of approximately t-in. thick.

C(ondJensation
Ideally suited for use in steamy
atmospheres where the insulant will
prevent condensation on so treated
cold water pipes, the WICU tube
shows considerable reduction m heat
loss from D.H.W. pipes.
The chemical inertia properties of
the P.U.C. sheath make it highly
resistant to corrosion and it can be
buried in concrete or similar corrosive influences without other protection.
" Denso" wrapping, by Messrs.
Winn & Coates-a petrolatum jelly
base carried in cotton or glass-fibre
open weave bandages, has long been
used with great success for protection
of pipes and metal stru,ctures exposed
to corrosive conditions.

Pipe w rap
S ELLOTAPE Products

P r e-insulati on

THE Anglo-Nordic Burner ProducLtd. now offer a pre-insulated
B.S.659 copper tube.
Sold under the trade name of
WICU tube, the insulation consists of
an ivory coloured P.Y.C. sheath.
The inner surface of the sheath being
serrated, it makes only points of contact with the copper tu.be.
In this
way the good principle of thermal
insulation- entrapped still air- is
achieved. The tube is thus protected
from ambient temperatures by this

Ltd.

now

weigh in with a new polythene
pipe wrap. Coated with corrosive
inhibiting adhesive, the 0.01-in. thick
tape is c!aimed to be practically
vapourproof.
1t resists chemical, fungi, bacterial,
and stray electric current attack.
1t
is therefore suitable for all soil conditions and all r>ipe materials.

New Joints for plastic tubes, both

Continued overleaf
Twenty-one
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polythene and P.U.C., are known to
be in development.

from previous page

Details arc not

disclosed as yet but exciting advances
are likely and these will add further
impetus to plastic tube applications.
The Wavin P.U.C. pipe saddle and
under pressure tapping ferrules are
typical examples of up to the minute,
purpose designed fittings for P.V.C.
water main connections. They show
clearly what can be done and suggest that other similar advances can
be expected.

Plastic Tube Joints
Are In Development

New

Economies

tube is so firmly established as a pip:!
material for water services and is
being much more used for soilpipe
work, this really new, economic, and
pleasing jointing technique should be
examined by all plumbers and heating
contractors.

CAPILLARY Silver Soldered Join(ls
for L.G. copper tube ofTer considerable economies over other forms
of joint, especially for large installation s, although they are used with
advantage in smaller domestic installations and the odd " one-ofi"
joints.
Preparation of running and tee
joints is easily achieved using a purpose developed tool kit.
The suppliers of these tools, Messrs. Johnson
Matthey Ltd. of 73-83 Hatton Gardens, London, E. C. I, ofier a free
illustrated booklet which explain s how
the joints are made. Now that copper

TAPS change but little and then,
generally, only in outward appearance where the competitive manu.facturer wishes to offer some improvement in appearance or handling
The B.S.lO .IO design is
properties.
sound, functional, and dependable.
The quality of taps from British
manufacturers leaves very little, if
anything, to be desired.
There appears to be a move forward in the Spray-Mixer type of tap
as produced by Leonards Valves of
Chelten ham.
The waste saving and
fuel saving properties of these, to-

Dependable

gether with the higher hygiene attendant upon hand washing under sprayed
water, is at last becoming recognised
as advantages to be 'enjo)'led in
domestic dwellings as well as proved
in school washrooms and toilets of
larger establishments.
Taps of this kind have dual nominal t-in. copper tanks-one for H.W.,
They are best
the other for C.W.
suited to single tap holed lava tory
basins and many styles of L.B. are
now available in this form.
The taps appear expensive initially,
but closer examination of their function and potential subsequent economy in use will commend further
serious attention to their likely adoption.

New series

SUPA-TAPS, by F. H. Bourner &
Co. of Cranley, announce introduction of the new "D" series taps.

This is our
latest shower valve,
the Leonard 72,
avai]able for both exposed
and concealed pipework.
Larger Leonard valves are,
o[ course, available for
nrulli-point uses such as
batteries of showers,
ranges of basins and
troughs, ·washbasins, etc.
· ManufacturersWalker Cros,ve1ler &
Company Limited,
Cheltenham.
MODERN

PLANT

LTD.

CRUMLIN RD., DUBLIN
Dublin 51049 & 51040
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Readers will be aware that the " A "
series were first produced about fifSPECIAL SURVEY
teen years ago.
The outstanding
features of these taps are ease of from previous page
handling and that they are rewasherable without turning off supply. consequently water undertakings may
The " A" series have no packing raise eyebrows if asked to accept 1t
gland as conventional taps do and universally in lieu of conventional stop
consequently were not suited to those taps. Selling at about ~/ 6, it is atconnected feeds to washing machines tractively priced and being well deand other water-using domestic equip- signed and made it should function
ment.
The "D " series incorporate quite well. In any case it offer.s a
a rubber seating ring which enables neat, inexpensive control of dJstnbutaps to be ·u.sed ordinarily or for hose tion pipelines and is likely to become
connected feeds to kitchen equipment. qu.ite popular.
" Ball-o-taps" are a continental
Wa~er Softeners continue to serve
importation. The tap is a neat, unMore and
their lucky owners well.
obtrusive, flow control on the plug- more people come to recognise the
cock principle except that the bored expense and discomfort which hard
"plug" is spherical and fully con- water usage entails. 1t is not surpristained within the tap body. Intended ing therefore to find more clients
solely as a stop-tap, it is supplied seeking advice on water softener inwith female B.S.P. ends. No crotan stallation. costs.
The plumber with
handle is fitted, the bored sphere being an eye to business could well get
rotated, as required, by a screw driver
" genned " up on the basic principles
engaged in a kerf provided on the of bare-exchange water softening as a
operating spindle.
useful salestalk line wherever he goes
to do a iob.
Water softener sales
promotio~ by the plumber can lead
to P.:Ood nrofit and the everlasting
·C LEARLY this is not a tap of the goodwill ~f every client he persuades
to take the plunge and have one in "screw down valve" kind and

Raised 'brows

stalled.
Water softeners are no longer to
be regarded as a luxury in hard water
districts.
Hard facts quickly convince that they are an economic necessity apart from the invah.!.able
comfort and convenience
which
springs from softened water usage in
laundry, cooking and personal ablution.

Waste grinders
fOOD Waste Disposers, though by
no means universally adopted in
smaller homes, do offer hygienic disposal of plate wastes and thus eliminates the unpleasant deposition and
subsequent putrification of wet wastes
in dust bins.
Many firms now produce food waste
" grinders " at prices around £40 each,
and here, too, the good business man
will see the need to get at possible
literature from advertisers so as to
be well aware of the potential profit
which could be his for the trouble of
getting to know the u.seful capabilities
Continued page twenty-five

VIsit our display at the Building Centre
or write to

ANNESLEY WORKS, EAST WALL ROAD, DUBLIN 3
PHONE 79801
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SANITARY FITTINGS
Reliable - Functional - Elegant

Detailed information is available from
our Irish representatives:
Norman Stewart Ltd.,
Central Hotel Chambers,
Dame Court, Dublin.
Telephone: Dublin 73086.

Agents in Ireland of:
FRIEDRICH GROHE ARMATURENFABRIK
GROHE THERMOSTAT GMBH
HANS GROHE KG.

This

•

IS

Herner /Westf.
Lahr/Schwarzwald.
Schiltach /Schwarzwald.

the "BETTER" Ba//va/ve
because
the

DUE to the considerable number of

only Ballvalve with combined

additional entries submitted for
inclusion this year, the June, 1963,
Directory of Manufacturers, Agents,
Reorese~tatives and Distr ibutors of
Ph;mbing, Heating, Air Conditioning,
Ventilation and Insulation Materials,
available in the Re9ublic of Ireland
and Northern Ireland, wi ll be ueatly
enlarged . The Directory is now being
oreoared, so if you have not a lready
sent in details for it !1leas;! do so as
soon as !)Ossible. The latest date for
receiving details for inclusion in the
Director-y is Saturday, May 4, next.
A list of the Categories to be included started on the i nsid~ back
cover of last month's issue and is
continued on the inside back cover
of this issue .
Send details without d elav to:The Irish Plumber and · Heating
Contractor,
Callaghan Chambers, 13/ 15 Dame
Street, Dublin, 2.

The

BROADSTONE

water shut-off.

is

It has nylon

s e at in g for anticorrosion

properties.

Quick action release.
Doub!e

anti-syphon-

age protection. This
is the ballvalve which
is the obvious specification for those requiring a better, time''' Write for f u I I y d escriptive
liter ature detailing the many
unlqu ~ features of the BROADSTONE- the 'BETTER' Valve.

and - trouble - saving
valve.

BROADSTONE BALLVALVE CO. LTD.
HUDSONS DRIVE - COTTERIDGE - BIRMINGHAM 30
Telephone: KINgs Norton 1156 P.BX.
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The 1963 Directory
will be greatly
enlarged
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of these 20th Century appliances.
Mixing Valves save time and hot
water. Hot water savings mean commensurate fuel cost savings.

THE

Popularit.y

increasmg populdrity
of
shower baths either for cleansing
swills after immersion bathing or as
the sole bathing a!,)pliance, prompts
the need for all to study the many
splendid items in this range now

IN

f

SPECIAL SURVEY
from page twenty-three
available from many manufacturers.
Thermostatic Mixmg Valves of the
Bi-metallic coil type or the volatile
gas vapour type afford protection
against scalding and against wasteful
misuse of hot water.
These should

receive careful consideration in all
cases where mixing valves to showers,
L.B. ranges, etc., are proposed.
The adverts. in this issue should
not be merely scanned. The advertisers should be reauested to send
you, all available d~ta and information so that you are always prepared to advise a client in his, and
your own, best interests.

WITH THIS SPECIAL SURVEY WE REVIEW HERE PRODUCTS FROM
THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS RANGES
tenance, since the construction. virH. BOURNER & CO. (Engin- water and is therefore considerably
CONJUNCTION

• eers) Ltd., have, since last year,
introduced the Temperfix thermostatic
mixing valve.
The Temperfix consists of a body
shell, the shape of which is varied
slightly dependent upon the use for
which the mixer is required.
This
contains a working unit which is so
designed that the regulating valve and
all parts form one element. The body
shell is cast brass, chromium plated
to B.S. 1224 : 59 : NiC3, and the
main seatings are of stainless steel.
The thermostat control consists of an
element containing high pressure
satu rated gas vapour. This element
does not come into contact with the

more accurate than the usual bimetal strip (which can sufier loss of
accuracy through "furring-up") or
liquid filled bellows which are comparatively slow in reaction to temperature changes.
Temperfix thermostatic mixers react at once to maintain accu.racy of temperature to
within a margin of 2°C.
Temperfix automatic mixers can be
used with any hot and cold water
systems without special precautions,
since back pressure valves which art
si nce back pressure calves which are
not required with the unit. In normal use Temperfix will need no main-

tually eliminates "furring up" and
the built-in filters prevent foreign
bodies entering the unit.
The firm also produce a range of
Supataps and Spa taps.
Irish age nt: Mr. George A. Reid,
16 Fade Street, Du.blin, 2.

* * *

CHARLES WINN & CO. LTD. announce the introduction of their new,
improved "Econofic" mixing valve,
which is now in production in the
t" size, and will also be made in t"
and 1" sizes.
PRODUCT PREVIEW continued
page thirty-one

~----------------

NEWMAN
HENDER
VALVES AND FITTINGS
Known throughout the world for the
dependability and quality of their wide
range of valves and fittings you cannot do
better than ask Newman Hender first
for the valve or fitting you require.
Stocks are held in Dublin of many patterns
to meet constant and urgent demands.

VALVES ARE OUR BUSINESS
... in most types and sizes
for most temperatures and pressures
for most industries all over the world.

~NEWMAN HENDER & CO. LTD.

~WOODCHESTER

·

STROUD • GLOS. • ENGLAND

AGENTS & STOCKISTS

C. H. LOCKHART LIMITED
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THE IRISH
PLUMBER &
HEATING
CONTRACTOR
e The only Journal of its kind in Ireland catering
exclusively for all aspects of the Plumbing,
Heating, Ventilation and Insulation trades.

If you would like furth er deta ils of a ny

" Th e Irish Plumber a nd Heating Contractor " is

produce or service you read about in

published on the 15th of each month.

the pages of this Journ al, complete the

scription rate is 2 1/- per a nnum , post free. If you

The sub-

would like us to send it to you by post every
form below. Technical problems shoul ::l
be addressed to the Editor.

month , please fill in your na me a nd address a nd
return th e subscription form to us.

READERS ENQUIRY SERVICE
AND SUBSCRIP 1/0N FORM
POST TO: IRISH TRADE AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS LTD., CALLAGHAN CHAMBERS,
13/15 DAME STREET, DUBLIN. TELEPHONE 56465-6.
or 133, ROYAL AVENUE, BELFAST, 1.

Telephone: BELFAST 22796.

Please send me particulars of the following, as

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

seen in the pages of this Journal.

Please send me" The Irish Plumber and Heating
Contractor " every month until further notice.
I enclose subscription of One G uinea.
Signed ............................. ........ ... . .
Name of
F irm ......................... . ............ .. .
.1\ddress

Na me a nd Address .............................. ...... .... .... .
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Date ....... . ............... .
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PA1TERN PIPE WRENCHES
Heat treatment of the handle and jaw gives correct degree of
~ardn~ss and prevents bending and breakages. Sturdy, light
m ~e1ght and ~asy to handle, these wrenches are guaranteed
agamst defects m material an-:1 workmanship .

•
•
•
•
1/mJIIe P!wlt/111 I~ lit~ T~I/VHFST ~~~~
••••
l

JONES'S PIPE CUTTERS

All parts of these efficient cutters are machined to gauge and
are interchangeable from stock. The detachable handles are
of tough steel. To cut pipes from 2" to 24" diameter.

THOS. CHATWIN & CO.
Victoria Works, Great Tindal Street, Birmingham, 16.
Telephone: Edgbaston 3521-3.

I

ONEOFTHE

)t:!;i·Wii[·11fji(

INVITATION

co>mNIES

I

• • •

We extend a hearty invitation to our many
friends in the plumbing trade and all those
interested in modern kitchen and bathroom
furniture and fittings to visit our extensive
showrooms.
Compression Joint Fittings - Copper Piping - Pipe Wrap Copper Cylinders - Open Top Tanks - Pressed Steel and Cast
Iron Radiators - Oil Fired and Solid Fuel Boilers - Baths,
Basins, Toilet Sets, Shower Fittings - Mixer Fittings - Stain
less Steel, Enamel Steel, Fire Clay Sinks - Blow Lamps, Solder B-athroom and Kitchen Furniture - Double Compartment Tanks.
For a full comprehensive ~'l{lply of plumbing materials:

DOCKRELLS

of Georges St., Dublin

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962
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A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT DISCUSSES

HOT WATER SUPPLY
BY ELECTRICITY
THERE are two methods of supplying hot water electrically:(!) Centralised Sytem; and
(2) Decentralised Sytem.
Centralised Sytem.-Jn this system
the water is heated at a central point,
stored in a large cylinder and supplied
on demand through piping to the
draw-off points, i.e., washbasins, baths
and sinks.
The water is heated either by immersion groups inserted direct in the
storage cylinder or by an electrical
boiler located close to the cylinder.
Immersion groups would be used in
smaller cylinders up to 100 gallon
capacity and a boiler for the larger
cylinders. The immersion groups are
·usually arranged in vertical formation
in the cylinder and are individually
switched and thermostatically controlled. Individual switching gives the
facility of heating only sections of the
cylinder, the quantity of water to be
heated being determined by the anticipated consumption.

local connections to the water heating units, is unnecessary, since the
cold system supplies the water for
both hot and cold draw-off points.

Advantages
These are some of th~ many advantages:(J) Piping is very much reduced;
(2) Pipe losses are eliminated; and
(3) Complete flexibility of operation
is achieved. The number of units
on at any one time can be tailored
exactly to suit the occupation of
the building.
(4) Hot water is immediately available on demand;
(5) There is less likelihood of waste .
The quantity of hot water stored
in the individual units is sufficient
to meet normal demands. Instant
hot water is available at the tap
which prompts the user to insert
the stopper in the washbasin or
sink. The system, therefore, encourages thrift by reducing wast-

age of hot water to a minimum;
and
(6) As with the centralised system no
boilerhouse or fuel storage is required.
The main application of this system
is in buildings which have a widely
varying hot water demand . A typical
example would be a hotel doing
mainly seasonal business.
It is also a very practical and
economic system in existing buildings
where piping is unlagged and pipe
IJosses are consequently excessive.
This system, of course, short-circuits
the piping by heating the water
locally.

- - - - - - - - - -·--

EXPANSION
F. H. BIDDLE LTD., manufacturers of heating, cooling and air conditioning equipment, have expanded
their office at Tuttle Hill, Nuneaton.
This is part of the new factory which
opened last year.

Little space
Electrical boilers are small and take
up ~ery little space. No boi~er
house or flue is required and they
give a rapid recovery.
It is imperative with any electrical
centralised system to have the storage
cylinder and piping effectively lagged.
It is, of course, also desirable in most
installations, apart from small premises such as houses, to have the piping arranged on a flow and return
basis to ensure that hot water is immediately available on demand at
each draw-off point.
Advantages of Centralised Electrical
Sytem: Low installation cost; no
boilerhouse or fuel storage; automatic
operation; and cleanliness.
Decentralised
Sytem. - In
this
system each bedroom washbasin, bathroom and sink is provided with its
own water heating unit. The water
heating !Units (under-the-sink, pressure, non-pressure and cistern-type) are
connected directly to the cold main .
This, of course, means that the normal
hot water piping system, apart from
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss11/1
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Please Help Us
To Help You
Please note that the

CLOSING· DATE
for receiving details for the June 1963 Directory of Manufacturers
Agents, Representatives and Distributors of Plumbing, Heating, Air
Conditioning, Ventilation and Insulation materials available in

th~

Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland is

SATURDAY, MAY 4, 1963
For List of Categories, see inside back cover of last month's issue
and of this issue.
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TWO NEW
TEMPAIR
CONDITIONERS
TWO NEW compact air conditioners
introduced by Tempair Ltd.,
Maidstone, combine high efficiency
with good looks and modest overall
dimensions.
Both the 1 h.p. Director and the
Pacific 10, as the new models are
designated, are styled to blend harmoniously with the decor of boardroom, office or reception room, and
occupy little space.
Standing against an interior or exterior wall, the Director measures
only 29t'' high, 33!" wide, and 12"
deep.
Available as a self-contained
water-cooled 'llJlit, or with a remote
air-cooled condenser requiring no wall
breaching or other structural alterations, this highly effective conditioner
has a nett cooling capacity of 10,000
B.t.u./ hr. and is fitted with 3 kw.
heaters as standard in the U.K.
In the 1 h.p. Pacific 10, the aircooled condenser is an integral part
of the equipment.
Equally suitable
for wall or window mounting, the unit
measures 26" wide, 16t'' high, and
22" deep.
It has a cooling capacity
of 9,000 B.t.u.'s/hr. and a maximum
dehumidi!fication capacity of 1.6
pts.fhr.
Dual fan speeds provide for rapid
cool-down to comfort conditions and
ultra quiet running. The Pacific has
four circular grilles to give full control over the direction of the conditioned airflow.
As on the 1 h.p. Director, the
Pacific 10 can exhaust stale air or
bring in fresh air by the turn of a
knob, and both " fresh " and " room "
air filters are easily reached for regular cleaning.
Irish agents: L. Sterne & Co
(Ireland) Ltd., 186 Pearse St., Dublin.

Sell
WARM
houses
The Electric Warm Home Plan which was introjuced
by the E.S.B. last year has achieved an immediate
public acceptance, because it provides an overall homeheating system at a really LOW cost.
A number of builders who have offered it in new
houses find that public interest in the plan is very high
and that electrically-warmed houses are easy to sell.
Full details of the electric Warm Home Plan, and
expert advice on its installation and design are available to you without charge or obligation.

For prompt co-operation, just write or 'phone

WARM HOME PLAN DIVISION
Electricity Supply Board
27 Lr. Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin
Telephone 65831
or your nearest E.S.B. District Office.
The new Tempair Pacific 10 airconditioning unit.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962
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New H.Q.
H EATING Contractors (Ireland)
Ltd. announce that their new headquarters are at 2 Mount Street
Crescent, Dublin 2.

TOPICS
BOILER NEWS

SEEN AT U.S.
TRADE CENTRE
CHRYSLER AlRTEMP units on
exhibition at the United States Trade
Centre in London, from February 24
to March 16, 1963, will include two
models seen for the first time in
Brirtain, and specially designed for
operation ,on normal British power
supplies.
The newly introduced units exhibited, which combine high performance with low power consumption,
are two-room air conditioners designed for 09eration on 50 cycle alternating current. They are a l h.p.,
10,500 B.t.u./hr. cooline capacity
model, and a It h.p. reverse cycle
unit with a cooling capacity of J 3,000
B.t.u./hr. and a heating capacity of
up to 14,000 B.t.u.fhr.

The boilers are fitted with a hammer
finished insulating jacket which should
harmonize with any home decoration schemes. As the CG .I 00 series
boilers ensure complete combustion
there is no atmosphere pollution.
Irish agents: Irish Technical and
Production Co. Ltd., 25 Upper Mount
St., Dublin.

Reserve hopper
The Chappee C.G.lOO series boilers
with their automatic combustion control are designed with a coal reserve
hopper. The fuel is burned in a thin
layer on a water cooled inclined grate.
To ensu.re uniform combustion of the
unit the boilers are fitted with electric
motor and fan units.
The boilers are constructed of cast
iron, which is a suitable hea~ resisting
metal and are of sectional construction and therefore can be extended.
The standard parts are easily dismantled while assembly is completed
by means of the conventional cast iron
nipples and exterior assembly rods.
Owing to the design and control of
the boilers they are ideally suited to
fast temperature changes.

From Glow-Worm
GLOW-WORM HOlLERS Limited,
47 Hatton Garden, E.C.I, and their
associate company, Sunrod Domestic
Boilers Limited, include in their latest
range two handsome new gas-fired
boilers-the Thermglow II. and the
Sunrod G.50. The Thermglow II., a
re-designed and improved version of
the popular Glow-Worm Thermglow,
is enclosed in a sleek modern casing,
with room inside for a small bore cirThe
culation pump if required .
Sunrod G.50 replaces the well accepted G.5 and is remarkable for its
compact size.
Many added refinements are featured.

BREAKTHROUGH!
At last the Insulation with the Waterproof Cover!

'THERMALAINE'
FOR THE INSULATION OF PIPING IN DUCTS, ROOF SPACES, WALLCHASES, OUTDOORS.
Consulting Engineers who specify it can be sure that
come dampness or flood the insulation will remain
good.
Contracting Plumbing and Central

Heatin~:

Engineers

who use it will get a first-class waterproofed insulation
at low prices that can be applied with speed, eliminating one stage of the usual lagging process, thereby
cutting labour costs to the absolute minimum.

Clients will like it because it is clean and easy to
ha_ndle, being supplied to fit the Bore of the Piping
bemg covered, therefore eliminating dirt around the
site.
Workmen will like it because the waterproof cover
does away with the discomfort that goes with the
handlmg of the usual insulating materials.

* stage
Considering this material does away with one
of the lagging process, the cost Is remark-

ably low and compares very favourably with other
popular materials.

McAULEY & CUNNINGHAM
9 Pearse Buildings, 23-25 Pearse Street, Dublin. Telephone 74652.
Agent: JOHN F. MANGAN & CO., 105B, Morehampton Road, Donnybrook, Dublin.
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It is made to conform to British
Standard 1415, with chromium plating to British Standard 1224. 1t carries the blue label of the "Mond"
quality scheme for chromium plating.
lt is accepted by the British Waterworks Association and water authorities in general.
The makers state
that its performance is in excess of
the minimum laid down in the Standard, which means that it allows a
greater flow for a given pressure.

SPEC IAL SURVEY
/rom page twenty-five
makers have sold in scores of thousands over the last 20 years or so.
The whole sequence of operationturning on the water, and adjusting
the temoerature-is controlled by a
single h~ndle, and it is impossible to
reach the hot position without first
passing thrO'u,gh cold and tepid.
Moreover, as the same control must
be used to shut off, the shower can
never be turned on without passing
through this sequence.
Irish agent: J. S. Lister, Ltd., Dorset
Row, Dorset St., Dublin, 1.

* **

Whilst primarily intended to operate a shower, patterns are available
for hairdressing and other purposes.
The new valve is a develo!)ment, in
principle, of the valve which the

e A complete line
of Gauges always
in stock.

KAY & CO. (Engineers) Ltd., of
Blackhouse St., Bolton, manufacturers
for more than 30 years of the well
known Kontite Gunmetal Compression fittings, have developed a new
capillary joint. Known by the trade
name "Kon-Kap," it is made for use
on domestic hot and cold water services, gas, oil, air and other similar
installations using light gauge copper
tube.

Special consideration has been given
to design and finish as the Kon-Kap
fittings are intended for use in exposed positions where the more
robu.st appearance of a compression
All
fitting may be Jess acceptable.
Kon-Kap capillary fittings are made
from corrosion resisting cast gunmetal.

* * *

OUR PHOTOGRAPH shows the
No. 6250-L concealed basin mixer
(size t-in. BS.I 0 10), made by Barking
Brassware Co. Ltd.
It has control
handles at 12in. centres.
Barking Brassware introduced concealed tap and shower fittings more
than 25 years ago. They were, however, reluctantly withdrawn, owing to
Continued overleaf

lnrestig11te tile M11notllerm
R11nge of
G11uges 11nd
Corrosion Resist11nt
Tllermometers -

MANOTHERM LTD

• I

14 CORN EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, BURGH QUAY, DUBLIN. Tel. 73913.
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SPECIAL SURVEY
from previous page
the trend at the time for more conventional fittings.
1n keeping with
to-day's modern and practical design,
B.B.C. have now introduced a completely new range of concealed undertile fittings.
These new fittings incorporate B.B.C.'s new, easy-to-clean
Crystal cross-top.

***

NEW "LEONARD 72"
MIXING VALVE
The new " Leonard 72 " mixing
valve, which combines thermostatic
control o~ water temperature with
flow control, is Shown here.
By combining the two functions
concentrically and in one compact
unit, thf! valve dispenses with the need
for non-return valves or separate inlet
or outlet flow control taps.
It is
manufactured by Walker Crosweller
& Co. Ltd., of Cheltenham.
Irish agents: ,Modern Plant, Ltd.,
Crumlin Road, Dublin.

***
THE NEW Broadstone

ballvalve is
designed to give improved performance on existing types of ballvalves.
It offers instantly detachable cli9 for
ease of maintenance; combined shut
off so that the water supply need not
be turned off when detaching; just
flick the clip and the valve is detached with automatic cut ofT of water
supply; maintenance can be carried
out at leisu.re without depriving the
rest of the household of water.
Nylon seating and jumper for long
life (water is the natural lubricant of
nylon); interchangeable seatings so
that the valve can be ouicklv converted to high, medium o; low. pressure; double anti-syphonage devi~e to
guard against back flow, and quietness of action.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss11/1
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WILL PRODUCE
POLYSTYRENE
JNSULATJONS LTD., a new private
company, will produce expanded
Polystyrene
under licence, from
Expanded Rubber and Plastics Ltd.,
Croydon, London, a division of the
Distillers Group. It will also act as
their sole agents in all other products
the company produce. Onazote expanded rubber gasket flooring and
rubber and plastics goods generally,
for industry and marine purposes.
Offices and showrooms have been
opened at 186 Pearse Street, Dublin .
The Crown Alley office in Dublin has
been closed. Mr. H. s. Wood is the
Pearse Street manager.
Mr. Richard J. Hearne of L. Sterne
and Co., refrigeration engineers, 2
Hanover Street, Dublin, is a Director
of the new Company which was
registered on December 5, 1962, with
a nominal capital of £1,000 divided
into 1,000 shares of £1 each.
Objects of the company are stated
to be to manufacture, process, buy,
sell, import, export, and generally deal

--

TRADE

TOPICS
in rubber, synthetic rubber, etc.
The other first Director named is,
Mr. Francis Parsons, Building Contractor, Goldenbridge Avenue, Jnchicore, Dublin.

PERIODICAL REVIEW

"LEADWORK For Plumbers" is a

periodical review special ly produced to keep master plumbers and
plumbing teachers in touch with developments in the ·use of lead sheet
and pipe. The latest number is entirely devoted to the lead roofing
chosen for the 351 foot high Tower
block of the new Shell building on
the South Bank, London- an outstand ing contemporary example of
lead used for this purpose.
The opportunity has also been
taken, in the introduct ion to the review, to draw attention to the present
low market price of lead.
Copies
may be had from the Lead Development Association, 34 Berkeley Square,
London, W.J.

lllliili.............~

Pour OXYPIC. the guaranteed leak repair preparation, into a hot
water installation an:i seal leaks, no matter where they are, in
30 minutes!
Faulty fittings, bad threads, sand holes, any leak through any cause
is sealed economically and quickly. No dismantling needed; no
patches or welding; no need to even find the leak; no trouble at a ll !
*Oxypic prevents rust and scale. It can also be used as an active
leak preventive.

N.B. - Unsuitable for domestic or draw off systems. Retail
Price £1 per tin C.O.D., money refunde:l if not satisfied.
FuiJ details from:

H. PICKUP LIMITED
(SOLE MANUFACTURERS)

DEPT. IP.3, ROSCOE WORKS, SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.
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THIS WINTER'S
BEST -PAYING
PROPOSITION

IT PAYS
TO SELL
THEM!

THERMODARE
NIGHT-STORAGE HEATERS

You'll pile up profits-you'll make sure of bumper sales
-when you display this winter's best-paying proposi·
lion-Thermo dare Night Storage Heaters . These heaters
are exactly Nhat your customers are going to need
this winter-so be sure to display them. We will supply
you with hard-selling, point of sale leaflets-give them
to your customers when you recommend Night Storage
Heaters. They'll do a first-class ;elling job for you-and
that means more of those all-important profits

m
'!i!!

THERMODARE NIGHT STORAGE
HEATERS are manufactured by

UNIDARE LTD.
FINGLAS, DUBLIN 11.
'PHONE: 71801

WELDED STEEL

TANKS
FOR FUEL OIL STORAGE AT

•
•
•
••

DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL
INSTALLATIONS .

•

ALL CAPACITIES
B.S.S. & A.P.I. SPECIFICATIONS

•
Write for our illustrated "Standard Tanks" Folder.

Sale

Compa ny for

UNIVERSAL
FABRICATORS

(Dublin) Ltd.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1962

CART H0RN
Northern Ireland: W. D. Craig & Co.,

11949 1

l TO

Com,..noalluoldong•

Dome Str ..·t Oublm
hl7l47S

32 Arthur Street. Belfast.
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SANITARY APPLIANCES (Contd.)

JT

SKETCHING METHODS

IS helpful to have a system or
method. In a previol'•S article,
"~ools of the
Trade," a simple
method of sketching tools, was described and illustrated.
Sanitary appliances and many other
plumbing fittings are more difficult
to sketch than the simple tools, but,
with perseverance, one or other of the
following methods should prove helpful and produce pleasing results.
Gridding.- This method can be
used when a picture of the object to
be sketched is ready to hand.
The
picture is covered with a "grid " of
squares of any convenient size.
If
the grid cannot be drawn directly onto
the pictu.re, then square drawn on
tracing paper placed over the picture
will do just as well.

" Gridded "

LET us suppose that a small picture
of a W.C. pan is available and
that another, larger sketch of it is
required. First, the small picture is
" gridded " with squares.
Then a
square or shape large enough to contain the sketch is drawn on the
sketching paper and gridded with the
same number of squares as was the
original, smaller picture.
Clearly, the squares in the larger
grid will be bi~ger than the squares
on the small picture, but they will be
bigger in proportion.
Now, if lines
be drawn in the bigger squ.:ues just
as they appear in the ones gridding
the original picture, a larger, proportionate, enlarged sketch will result.
In a like manner a larger picture
can be reduced to a smaller sketch

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss11/1
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simply by gridding the large picture
and transferring the picture freehand
to the smaller grids on the sketch
paper, which has already been prepared to the required size.

Proportion
QBVIOUSLY the "grid " method
can be used only when a picture
of the object is available for gridding
and copying from. This is not a lways convenient or even possible.
In examinations, for instance, one is
not allowed to havo pictures or books
of reference. Jn this and many other
cases, for example, when sketching an
object as it stands, some method
other than "gridding" must be used.
ln such cases, the first step is to
gain a sense of proportion-to get
the height, width, and so on correctly
related one to the other.
The next step is to obtain by
measurement, or from memory, the
most notable dimensions of the object to be sketched.

Measured
WHEN there is an actual object
for one to examine, these salient
dimensions can be measured directly
with a ru.Ie. 1f the object is not in a
position to be measured, its proportions can be gauged by eye.
It
might be clear that the length is just
about twice the height, for example.
This easily seen fact can just as
easily be transferred to the paper, and
a rood proportionate sketch will result.
10.-Mark ou.t the depth of the
flushing rim- 2"- and draw a hori-

zontal line to show th•s.
J I.-Set up a vertical line from
mark (3).
12.- Mark a point 2t'' to the right
of line (II) at rim level.
13.-From this point (12) measure
12" to the left to represent the length
of the bowl opening at the top of the
pan.
14.-Add 2" for the flushing rim
at the front.
I 5.-Mark in overall front to back
length of the pan top (front edge to
end of flush pipe inlet).
16.-Draw freehand curves to complete the front of bowl and pedestal.
17.-Add the back of pedestal-and
the sketch is complete.
These dimensions are actual pan
sizes.
In your sketch they can be
reduced to any scale.

Will bring
success
SHOULD this sequence of " steps"
seem too laborious, just try it
once and then judge by the results.
If faithfully followed it will certainly
bring success and the oleasure that
comes of su.ccess.
Re;,ember that
with practice the number of steos can
be reduced until they are no- longer
necessary as aids to sketching.

Remember, also, that it has been
said " Sketching is the language of the
workshop."
This is very true, and
all the diagrams il} this book of sinks,
lavatory basins and traps offer useful material for practice.
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Sketching
sanitary
appliances
But, once again, if objects are not
available, for example in an examination room-what then?

JN

Grilles

Planned
Air
Diffusion

and
Registers

For Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning

Mental picture

such cases one has to create a
mental " picture" of the object,
and from this " r>icture " make a porportionate sketch.
Sometimes a
sketch can be built up from dimensions remembered from r>ast experience or from r>ast practice in sketching similar objects.
Examples of both methods were
shown last month on page 28. The
gridded example has already been
dealt with, but the prO!>Ortionate and
outstanding
dimensions
method,
shown at the bottom of that figure,
needs some explanation.
The full steps su!!eested for the first
" trial ru.n " are set out below. With
practice, and as memory and skill improve, many of these ster>s can be
left out until eventually a W.C. pan
can be drawn without any effort at
all. Both methods are aoolicable to
all forms of sketching likelv to be
encountered in plumbing work.

The success of the plant
often depends on the suit-

.
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of

the

Registers

selected for balanced air
distribution.

Single Shutter Dami>er-'J'ype II
FRO~T VIEW

*

For Catalogue with full

range of illustrations with
dimensioned drawings and
technical data:-

A.C.E. Agent for Republic
B.H'K Vll>W

of Ireland:

JAMES
HOCiAN LTD.

Sequence
Note-The numbered se~uence of
steps below are also to be found on
the same diagram.
I. Draw the floor line.
2. Draw the slor>e line (about 104
degrees) to reoresent back of oan.
3. Mark distance from floor about
5" up slope line.
4. From this mark (3) draw a semicircle 3f' in diameter to form the
bottom of the pan trap.
5. Draw a horizontal line 2" above
mark (3) to show the water level in
the pan, and to show the trar> seal,
which has a deoth of 2".
6. Continue the trar> outgo parallel
to the slooe line (2).
7. Turn - the outPo where the line
(6) cuts water line- (5).
8. Draw the top of the outr o 31"
away, and parallel to line (7).
9. Mark the height of nan from
the floor to the to;, of th~ rim and
draw a horizontal -line to represent
the rim.

ability

l\lulti-Shutter Damper-Type IIC
(Single Link)

- ------

8 Swan Place,
Morehampton Road,
Dublin.
Telephone 684632.

'l'ype VU Double Unk

Silni>le i\lulti-Shuttl.'r Damper
'l'YJ>e IIH.

Vi~ion

Proof
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NEW COMPANIES

THE

New companies recently registered are:
Cenheatral Ltd. (Private Company).Registered Office-Not stated (Republic
of Ireland). Nominal Capital-£1,000
divid-ed into 1,000 shares of £1 each.
Objects-To carry on the business of
general builders, decorators and contractors, and in particular, designers.
fabricators, manufacturers suppliers and
installers of, and advisers and agents
for boilers, radiators and central heating systems, etc.

MIL
AIR ELIMINATOR
REMOVES
AIR
F ROM
HOT WATER
SYSTEMS

Names and descriptions of Subscribers
to Memorandum and Articles of Association (Subscribers of One share each)Hugh Mary Donnelly, contractor, 5
Gracefield Avenue, Harmonstown, Dublin; Thomas William Masterson, contractor, St. Brigid's, Knocknacree Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin. Names of First
Directors are not stated.

*

*

The removal of air
from hot water heating systems, either by
installin~ air vent
p i pes or fitting
mechanicallyoperated automatic
air eliminators, can
be a costly job. The
MIL air eliminator
does this work very
well at small cost
and is suitable for
low pressure hot
~ water systems up to
80ft. head.

*

J. B. Purser & Co. Ltd. (Private Com-

pany).-Registered Office - Not stated
(Ireland). Nominal Capital - £1,000
divided into 1,000 shares of £1 each.
Objects-To carry on the business of
plumbers, decorators, builders, building
contractors, etc.
Names and description of Subscribers
to M·emorandum and Articles of Association (Subscribers of One share each)Oliver G. Fry, solicitor, and Esmond A.
Davies solicitor, both of 14 Lower Mount
Str·eet.' Dublin. Names of First Directors are not stated.

MIDLAND INDUSTRIES LIMITED
HEATH TOWN WORKS, WOLVERIIAMPTON. Tel. 23991

!...- ------------------ ---------------1
wf:) are the foremost i::J.sulation
specialists in the country wHh

Thermal Insulation

many important insulation
contracts to our credit. The huge
Oil Refinery at Whitegate and
the Derrinlough Briquette factory
are recent examples. If you have
any heat-lo88 problem, discuBB
it with our highly experienced
technical staff. Our recommendations are offered free and

M.A. Boylan Limited
A subsidiary or The Cape AsbestospCom any Ltd .•

6 0 a H arcourt Street, D ublin.
t eleph
one: 6 2397,
6
5448 a nd IH 7 8 7

without obligation.
Sole agents and stockists for :
' R ocksil' rock wool
Rigid Sections
Flexible Sections
Blankets
M attresses (wire-mesh- backed)
Loose W ool
'Caposite' amosite asbestos
moulded blocks and pipe sections
Also full range of ola$tlC mat ' rials
and hard-settmo .:om1 os·cwn>.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss11/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7370J
Thirty-six
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Please Check
This List
Of Categories

1963 DIRECTORY
of MANUFACTURERS ACiENTS,

REPRESENTATIVES and
DISTRIBUTORS

*

The Jun e 1963 R egister of Manufacturers, Agents, Repre-

sentatives and Distributors of Plumbing, Heating, Air Conditioning,

•e

Economisers, Fuel
Ejectors, Steam

e
e

Electric Heating Elements

e

Expansion Joints

e
e

Extractors & Ventilation Fans

•e

Ventilation and Insulation materials available in the Republic of

Electric Heating Equipment

Fan Speed Regulators
Filters, Air
Fixing Tools and Bolt Driving
Guns

e
e

Filters, Liquid, Oil, Water, etc.

e
e

Flue-Gas Corrosion Protection

e
e
e

Fume Removal Equipment
Floor Heating InstaJiations

co(!ies of last year's Directory are available should you wish to

e

Gauges, liquid

make alterations or amendments. Names and addresses of Agents

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Gauges, liquid level

Ireland and Northern Ireland is now being prepared. The Directory
this year will be greatly enlarged to accommodate the considerable
number of additional entries which have been submitted for inclusion.
If you come unjer the heading of any of the categories listed
on the right , or in the list in last month's issue, we would ask you
to submit complete detai ls without delay.

A limited number of

and/or Representatives should be included with all entries. If you
require an agent, please indicate accordingly.

Please Note!!

e

CLOSING DATE
Saturday, 4th May, 1963

e

e
e
e
e

Published by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
Publis h ed by
Irish 1962
Tra de

Flame Failure and Protection
Devices

Fuel, Ash and Clinker Conveying Plant

Gauges, Air, Pressure,
Vacuum, etc.

Generators (Steam)
Grilles, louvres, etc.
Grit Arresters
Headers
Heaters, Air
Heaters, Water
Heat Exchangers
Heating, Storage
Hospital Equipment
Humidifiers
Humidity Controllers, Indicators, Recorders, etc.
Injectors, Nozzles, etc.
Instruments, Meters, Indicators, Gauges, efc.
Insulation

Jointing Compounds

a nd T echnica l Publications Ltd., Ca llagh
an
Cha mber s 13-15 Dame Street Dublin 2
Printed by Th ~ Greyhound & Sporting Press Ltd .. Da vi s Road , Clonmel.
·
' ·
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THE
IDEAL
PAIR

Satchwe/1 thermostat and motorised valve give ideal zone control
Made for each other ... the handsomely styled TL wall-mounted thermostat
gives accurate on/off control with simple setting adjustment. This compact unit
incorporates accelerator heaters which, in effect, cause the thermostat to
anticipate a rise in te111perature when it is called for, so reducing overshoot
and ensuring very close control of ambient temperature. It is available
with an edge-reading thermometer incorporated.
T he ideal companion . . . theM type motorised valve is designed to control the
flow of low pressure hot water and saturated steam. The unit which is
remarkably compact and cheap to install, has a simple on/off action and can be
used in pipe systems up to 1~" B.S.P . to control individual radiators or zones.
Full information on both devices (which may, of course, be used independently)
is readily available from:

SATCHWELL CONTROL COMPANY LIMITED
SLOUGH

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol2/iss11/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7370J

·

BUCKS

- peur~s

l!il

..fAt

·

SLOUGH

001twd

A M E MB ER O F T H E EL LIO TT- AU T OMATI ON GR OUP

23961
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